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ABSTRACT 
This s tudy was an attempt to s�rvey the Sevier County school 
bus transportation sys tem. The information was collected by question­
naires given to parents , bus drivers and principals . 
The review of the related literature indicated that school bus 
transportation is of  concern to many school sys tems . It was found that 
most  school sys tems.have problems similar to Sevier County. These 
problems include such factors as overlapptng of  bus routes , poor road 
condi tions , lack of written rules and schedules and · a need for a bus 
driver training program. 
After analyzing the data collected , it was concluded that a need 
was present for computer scheduling of.school bus routes , additional 
buses were needed and a program of training for bus drivers should be 
initiated� 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The rapid increase in pupil.enrollment in recent years has caused 
the area of pupil transportation to develop into one of the most·diffi-
cult problems.for school administrators . Within the last decade, the 
number of transported school children has increased in many states from 
a few thousand to many thousand . In the State of Tennessee the number 
of vehicles used to transport children to the public schools in 1932-
33 was 900 "trucks" and 200 "wagons ." In 1966-67 there were 4,600 school 
buses and other motor vehicles in use .  The total number of pupils 
enrolled for transportation in the public schools in 1932-33·was 42,000 . · 
In 1966-67 there we�e 414,150 pupils enrolled for transportation in 
1 the public schools of Tennessee. 
Sevier County has gone through this same expansion process and, 
as a result, school transportation presents numerous challenges for the 
school administration . How to develop the school transportation system 
so that maximum safety will be provided for all transported pupils, 
how to hold the transportation services ,at a low cost, and·how to pro-
vide the most efficient transportation system possible are·all stern 
challenges.for the school board and superintendent who operate the 
transportation system . 
1 J. H� Warf, Tennessee State Department£! Education �!2 
1968 (Nashville: State Department of Education, 1968), p .  38 . 
1. 
During the school year 1959-60 , Sevier County had 4,36 8 pupils 
enrolled for transportation , and the total operation cost  for the year 
was $99,414. In 196 8-69 these figures had increased to a pupil enroll-
ment for bus transportation of 5,411 and an operating cos t of $170,222 .  
This was an increase of 24 percent in enrollment and an increase of  
2 
72 percent in operating cos t .  In . l959 , Sevier County had a total enroll� 
ment of 6 , 079 in grades one through 12. Out . of this number , 4 , 368  were 
enrolled for transportation . Of  the total pupi ls , 72 percent were 
2 transported. 
Sevier County has long been faced with problems of s chool bus 
transportation . Road condition , school consolidation , lack of funds 
and the s teady increase of stud�nts.in various areas o f  the county are 
some\factors which.have made school bus transportation a maj or prob lem 
for students and parents , bus drivers , school principals and teachers , 
and the officials who have a part in the operation of Sevier County 
schools . Therefore , the wri ter undertook the s tudy of three high s chools 
in the county , with the obj ective o f.bringing the needs of the trans-
portation sys tem to the attention of the educational leaders of the 
county . 
I .  STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
The problem of the s tudy was to evaluate Sevier County ' s  school 
bus transportation program in light of desired characteris tics of a 
2 . �al S tatis tical Report (Sevierville , Tennessee : Se�er County 
School,Superintendent*s Office , 1969) . 
transportation system. Included in this evaluation are such factors 
as pupil time spent on buses , bus routes , written .schedules, pupil 
discipline , safety factors and the contributions of . the transportation 
system to the educational program of the school.  
II. PURPOSE·OF THE STUDY 
3 
After p roblems are recognized and analyzed,  the primary concern 
then becomes solution of these problems . The purpose of  the study may 
then be stated as recognizing the problems , stating provisions for solv­
ing the problems , and.identifying the necessary measures to bring about 
corrections , so far as this is possible� 
III. DEFINITION OF TERMS 
Included wi thin this study are certain terms , a thorough under­
standing of which is necessary in order to receive the best interpreta­
tion of the thought intended.  These terms are·defined as tqey relate 
to the material in the study . Some of these terms include : 
1 .  � driver training. This is the procedure for improving 
driving skills of school bus drivers . 
2 .  Bus route . Th�s is a term used to describe the course . a 
school bus travels on its daily schedule of serving the pupils 
of a,particular area. 
3. Discipline � bus . This term refers to the behavior of 
pupils riding school buses . 
· 4. Overloaded bus . This· is a school bus with more passengers 
than capac:(. ty . 
5.  Schedule of buses. This refers to the time spe�ified for 
school buses to cover their routes . 
4 
6. Scholastic populatjon . This is the number of pupils enrolled 
in school in a certain .area at a given time •. 
7 .  Unimprove4 roads . The term refers to dirt or gravel roads. 
IV . METHODOLOGY 
The method used in developing the study involved four,steps: 
(1) place of the study, (2) selection of the sample, (3) manner of 
gathering data, and (4) compiling and analyzing the data . 
Considerable reliance was placed on Mr . Paul Bogart, Superinten­
dent of Sevier County Schools, and Mr . Ernest Davis, the person in charge 
· of bus transportation . Both of these individuals expressed interest 
in the survey and supplied much information from records in their 
offices . 
The three public high schools in Sevier County were used in the 
questionneire survey: Gatlinburg-Pittman High School, Sevier County 
High School, and Seymour High School . The schools included·within the 
survey are distributed over the county in such a manner that a county­
wide sampling was obt$ined . The tenth grade, or sophomore class, for 
the school term of 1968-69, was chosen.as the sample c�ass for the survey, 
based on the parent� questionnaire of the transportation system . 
s 
The.sophomore class at Gatlinburg-Pittman has a total of 86 pupils , 
the sophomore class at Sevier Coun�y has a total of 335 pupils , and Sey­
mour High Sc�ool,has 76 sophomores . Not all of the sophomores in the 
three high schools ride buses to school.  
Desired information about school bus transportation was obtained 
by thr.ee ques tionnaires prepared for : parents , bus drivers and s cQ.ool 
principals . Copies of the ques tionnaire fo� are in Appendixes A, 
B, and C of this s tudy . Only face validity was used as a criterion 
for ques tionnaire validity . 
When the completed ques tionnaires were returned, data were com­
piled , assembled and analyzed . The data were sep arated into five 
general classes . These classes included : . (1) time pupils leave home 
in the morning, (2)  time pupils arrive home in the evening , (3)  number 
of ho�rs away from home on bus , ( 4) qualifications of . drivers , and (5)  
mechanical condition of tQ.e buses . Based on these,five types of data,  
the survey attempted to  identify inadequacies in the transportation 
system and then to show the need for correcting the inadequacies in. 
the school transportation facilities of Sevier County . 
V.  DELIMITATIONS 
This study was confined to three high schools in the Sevier 
County Public School Sys tem which are served by school buses . The 
s tudy omitt�d any survey of private or parochial schools . There was 
no attempt made specifically to compare Sevier County ' s  school trans­
portation sys tem with that of any other sys tem . 
VI, ORGANIZATION OF THE STUDY BY CHAPTERS 
Chap ter I includes an introduction, a s tatement of the prob lem, 
purpose of the s tudy, definition o� terms, methodology, delimitations, 
and.the organization of the study by chap ters. 
6 
Chap ter II contains a review of the related literature includ­
ing other theses, textbooks, data from the local sour�es, and material 
from the rules and regulations of the Tennessee State.Board of Education, 
Chapter III deals with the conditions whi ch were found to effect 
Sevier County's transportation sys tem. Information was gathered from 
the results of the surveys of parents, bus drivers, and s cbool princi­
pals. 
Chap ter IV contains an evaluation of the Sevier County transporta­
tion system and offers conclusions.and recommendations based on the 
data received in this research. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
School bus transportat!on p resents a field that is open.for a, 
great deal of research. With the rapic;l.expansion of the educational 
program in the past decade, the necessity for school bus transportation 
has increased rapidly in order to keep p ace, Five school systems were 
selected for review in which research studies have b•en done in the 
field of s chool transportation . These studies were selected because 
of the different types of p roblems that were encountered . Public School 
1!!! of Tennessee were examined to dete�ine the legal aspect� of school 
bus transportation; and Rules, Regulations and Minimum Standards were 
studied to see if the rules were followed. 
I.  RELATED THESES · 
Blount County Study 
William Edwin Lin�ey, in a 1969 study of s chool  transportation 
in Blount County, Tennessee, identified several problems whtch were: 
excessive time pupils spend on buses, .buses leaving too early, over-
lapping of bus routes, overcrowded buses, discipline on buses, and 
1 need for written s chedules and written policies for buses. 
!william Edwin Lindsey, "A Stuc;ly of Pup i l  Transportation in Four 
Selected S chools, of Blount County 1 Tennessee" (unpublished Master's 
thesis, The Universi ty of Tennessee, 1969), p .  2. 
7 
Queetionn�re forms were used in the study of school transports-
tion in Blount County. The quest�onnaires included a detailed cheek 
2 list for parents, principals and bus drivers, 
Poor routing and scheduling cause4 many pupils to have to catch. 
the school bus before seven in the morning. This was particularly 
unsatisfactory for younger children .3 
The need for written schedules was emphasi&ed in many cases 
in which the pupils were forced to wait as much as 30 minutes for the 
bus to arrive . The lack of written schedules often resulted in a.mis� 
understanding between parents, bus drivers and principale.4 
Lindsey made certain recommendations to improve the transports-
tion system, which included: 
1. Buses should be routed in such a way that the mo�ing 
and afternoon runs are the same , 
2 .  Some procedures for maintaining better discipline on 
buses need to be implemented, 
3. All bus dr�vers should have proper training . 
4. Written schedules should be provided and maintained. 
5. Written guides should be furnished the parents, pupils, 
and bus drivers concern�ng the rules, regulations and 
schedules of the buses . 
Computerized Simulation£!� Transportation Syst� 
In August, 1969 , Robert A. Lambert completed a study pf,compu-
terized simulation of a school transportation system . This study 
was an attempt to ascertain the feasibility of the use of computers 
2 �.;p. 3 .  
4 _!ill., p. 71. 
3 Ibid. , pp . 30-31. -
5 Ibid .,  p. 87. - · 
8 
to,achedule school bus routes. The inves tigation was concerned with 
miles driven-per bus , marginal cost per mile driven, and equal load 
ass�gnment of students to the bus in accordance to the capacity of.the 
6 bus . 
Research .conducted by Lambert i��icated that transportation cost 
was a major. concern to most school systems. It  was revealed that the 
school systems that have experimented with computerized bus route 
scheduling have designed shorter and more economical bus routes than 
7 their normally scheduled routes, 
The conclusion was drawn after analyzing the computer output. 
data for the three chosen sample bus routes that this system of bus 
route scheduling can be adopted to mos t school systems . Tqe result also 
indicated that computer assigned bus routes can decrease the time a 
student must ride on a bus and increase student safety by not havins 
overloaded buses . � 
Roane County Survey 
James M .  Giles completed a survey of Roane County School trans-
portation in 1960. Giles encountered the following problems: over-
loading of buses , buses traveling routes that were too long for 
6aobert A. Lambert , ''Compv.terized Simulation of a School Trans­
portation System" (unpublished Master ' s  thesis , The·University of, 
Tennessee , 1969), pp . 2-3. 
7 �·, P• 14 •. 8 Ibid.,p. 27. -
convenience and comfort of pupils, lack of waiting st$tione for pupils 
and pupil misbehavior on the buses.9 
Giles co1lected data by the use of_questionnaires completed by 
parents, principals and bus drivers. Information was also collected 
fro� the State Director of Pupil Transport•tion and.the office of the 
Roane County Superintendent of Schoola,10 
The study revealed that more school buses were needed and that 
there .sho�ld be separate buses for the high sehool and.elementary stu� 
aents. Written policies would help to solve a great many prob1ema in 
10 
the Roane County system before they develop into larger and more complex 
problems. ll 
Giles concluded that there should be better pay for school bus 
drivers and that drivers .should give better supervision on the,buees. 
He also concluded that more buses wo\lld help solve such problems .as: 
overloading of buses, long waits at the schools while buses are making 
12 their first runs and long uncomfortable rides to and from school, 
Gila� made certain recommendations to improve.the transport.-
tion system; the�e included: 
1. De�elop policies that cover every facet of the pupil 
transportation program. 
2 .  W�tten schedules should be prepared for each route 
showing the time of pick-up for each child. 
9 James M. Giles, "A Study of School,Transportation, Roane County, 
Tennessee'� (unpublished Master's thesis, The University of Tennessee, 
1960) , pp. 62�67� 
11 lbid,, P•. 90.; 12Ib:l.d., P• 91,. 
3. Waiting stations should be p�ovided for those pupils who 
are required to meet the bus where there �re no shelters. 
4. Schoql bus drivers should be required to p��ticipate i� 
a well planned inservice trainins program. 
5, Contidera�ion should be,given to developii§ means for 
providing longer tenure for good drivers. 
Scott.Countz Survey 
I 
J .  Defoe Pemberton eompleted a study of school transportation 
11 
in 1962 of Scott County, Tennessee. Problems that Pemberton eQcountered 
included: lack of zoning by the county, lack of written poli�ies reaard-
ins school transportation, poor planning of bus routes and overloading 
of buses.14 
Pemberton collected data fr� the Office of the County Superin-
tendent of Schools,and the Office of the State Direator of P�pil Trans-
portation. Questionnaires were also used to collect data.from parents, 
bus drivers and principals.15 
Principals and bus drivers were not included in the planning of 
bus routes for the school year 1961-1962. Buses were not operated 
16 economically with gasoline and repairs being purchased at retail prices. 
Pemberton concluded that the Scott Cou�ty Department of Education 
was o�erating a school transportation system with the very minimum of 
planning and supervision. , There was no definite plan established for 
13 Ibid,, pp. 92-96. 
-
14 J. Defoe Pemberton, "A Study of School Transportation, Scott 
County, Tennessee" (unpublished Master's thesis, The University of. 
Tennessee, 1962), pp, 55-59. 
15tbid,, p. 12, 16�t:, P• 85. 
the �eplacement of buses. The buses were not clean and no definite· 
poli�y was set out,in writing establishing the e�tent of diacipli�•ry 
17 authority that bus d�ivers may exercise over misbehaving students. 
Recommendations to improve.the Scott,County tr�sportation sys-
tem, included: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Improving the county roads. 
The school board should adopt a definite plan of bus 
replacement. 
The coun�y board of education should proc�ed at once to 
construct and equip an adequate school garage. 
Written time schedules should be prepared for each·route 
showing the time of pic�up for each child.l8 
12 
In a 1956 study of pupil transportation in Scott,County1 Flonnie 
Strunk drew campari,ons between Scott County and an adjoininl county 
in policies 1 procedure•, and cost for the tranaporting of pupil•· The 
purpose was to ••ek ways to reduce the tran•portation cost in Scott 
19 County. 
It was found that the capita cost of pupil transportatiQn in 
Scott County was $24.81 per pupil in average daily attendance. The 
per.capita cost of pupil transportation in the _adjoining county was 
20 $18.92 per school term. 
Scott County had practically the exact type of conditione affect-
ing transportation as those,of the adjoining county which was used in 
17 
.!llio 1 pp • 65-86 o 18Ibid., pp. 89-90; -
19Flonnie Strunk, "A · Study of Pupil Transportation in Scott 
CQunty, Ter1neasee" (unpublished Master's thesis, The University of· 
Tennessee, 1956), pp. 62-63� 
20tbid., p. 60. 
-
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th� survey. �Y comp�riao� of the expenditures of th.e two counties, 
the expenditures of Sco�t.County exceeded those o£ the oth•r co�nty in 
almost every ins tance� In a period of eight years, the expenditures of 
Scott County for transportation exceeded those of the oth•r county by 
a total of $56,843.46 even though the other county tran•portated 1,0�7 
more pupils and purch .. ed equipment to furnish a county-owned garage 
during the eight year period. Scott County had no established proce-
dures for providing for the proper maintenance of their tranaportati�n 
equipment, wh�le the otqer county had established a county-owned garage 
which operated under strict supervision in caring for the maintenance 
of the buses. 21 
Some of the suggestions offered from the survey of tranaporta-
tion of pupils in Scott County included.: (1). a survey s}?.ould be made 
to determine the servtces needed; (2) each road,ahould be clea1ified 
ac�ording to its type . and condition; (3) proper attendance centers should 
be provided so that every child can go to a school that is convenient 
and appropriate; and (4) students should not have to leave home an exces-
22 sive length of time before school time1 
Jefferson County Survey 
James Lawrence Owen in a 1966 s tudy of Jefferson County ' s school 
transportation sys tem encountered several problems which ware; hazards 
existing on bus routes , lack of standardi,ed procedure to select and 
21Ib"· d 62 --=-·. p. � 
22Ibid., p. 63. -
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train bus drivers, inadequate numbar of bus shelters and lack of written 
23 rules regarding bus transportation.  
Owen collected data by providing checklists to the principals 
and bus drivers and questionnaires to the parents . The·re�ords in the 
office of the Superintendent of Jefferson Couuty S�hoola were al�o used 
in the study.24 
Owen concluded that the Jefferson.County System, due to circum-
stances generally beyond the control of the system, did.no� provi4e maxi-
mum safety for the transported pupils and that the services were inade• 
quate in that more buses were Jleeded. 25 
Rec�ndations were offered for the transportation system of 
Jefferson County as fo�lows: 
1. 
2 .  
3 . 
4 .  
Improved road,conditions wou�d be of great benefit on many 
of the bus routes . 
More school buses should be provided for the transportation 
system to operate at peak efficiency .  
Construc�ion of bus shelters at bus stops . 
An . oraa�i�ed schedule of preventive maintenance should be 
used . 26 
Anderso� Countx, Survey 
Frank E .  lrwin �n a 1958 study of Anderson County' s s chool trans� 
portation systems discovered a number of problems, including: the 
developing and establishing of transportation policies, establishing 
satis factory routes, s�lecting.and training bus drivers, comparing 
23J8111es Lawrence Owen, "A Study of. School TranspoJ:'tation in 
Jefferson County, ·Tennessee" (unpublished Master's thesia, The Univer­
sity of.Tennessee, 1966), p. 52 . 
24Ibid. , p. 10. - 2
5Ibid. , p .  54, 
-
26xbid., pp. 59-61. 
-
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different types of ownership, es tablishing e�andards for vehicl�e, set-
ting up an adequate insurance program, supervision, recorda and reports, 
financing, and coordinating the,transpo�tation program wi th the total 
27 educational program. , 
Data were gathered from ques tionnaires which were cocpleted 
by parents, principals, and bu' drivers, Further informa�i9n was 
collected from the offices of the Tennes see State Oepartment 9f Educa• 
tion, the Superintendent .of Anderson County. Schools, and from related 
28 studies in the field of school transportation. 
Recommendations for·the transportation sys te� of Anderson County 
were offet:ed in the following areas1 
1. Esta'blish;l.ng policies for the operation of a transportation 
sys tem. 
2. School bus ownership by the county. 
3. S chool bus routes prepared in advance and systematically 
manased. 
4. Pupil behavior on the bus subject to wri tten rules. 
5. School bus drivers provided wi th inaervice trainins. 
6. School bus insurance broadened. 29 7. Supervisor of transportation employed. 
II. TEXTBOOKS 
William H, Roe in School Busines s Management e�plained that 
there.was a close relationship between.business management and educa-
tional adminis tra tion. This textbook emphasized the importance of 
27 Frank E. Irwin, "A Study of S�hool Transportation, .,AJlderson 
County, Tenneuee" (unpublished Mas ter's thesis, The University of 
Tennessee, 1958), p. 4. 
28tbid., pp. 6-7. 29Ibid., pp. 178-182. 
sound business management in the various functions of the school, 
especially the transportation system.30 
Concerning the employment of school bus drivers, Roe set up 
certain guiding principles that should be adhered to, Some of these 
principles are= 
l. 
2. 
4. 
s. 
6 .  
7 .  
The person employed should consider bus driving his 
most,important employment activity . 
He.must have time available to partic�pate.fully in 
the formal training, in-service education programs, and 
meetings required of all drivers . 
He must be free from mental and physical defects which 
would reduce his ability to drive safely. 
He.must.be thoroughly reliable and of good moral 
character . 
He.shou;Ld provide assurance that he expects to hold the, 
job on a reasonably permanent basis. 
He must be able to pass rigid tests in both driving and 
driving safely . 31 He must be of proven maturity and.sound judgment, 
Roe made certain general statements about the future of pupil 
transportation, such as the asertion that the school bus system has 
become an integral part of our education in �erica . The author made 
some meaningful predictions concerning the broad and steady growth of 
32 the school tr«nsportation system in the future . 
aurton H .  Belknap in The School Bus points out that there has 
- � 
been a phenomenal growth in school transportation during the past two 
or three decades. The bus industry has had a growth comparable to the 
16 
30 Willi� H .  Roe , School Bu1iness Management (New York: McGraw-
Hill Book Company, Inc., 1961), p .  1. 
31r��d. , p. 239 . · 3�Ibid. , p. 245 • .  
res t of,the automo tive indus try. There seems to b e,a cons tant need 
for as many as 25 , 000 new and.replacement school b us ee each year in 
33· the United States. 
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Belknap followed tpe explanation of the rapid expaneion of s choo l 
bua use to treatment of schoo l  bus ehassia cons truction , a�haei zina 
that the primary factors in,chas sis cons truction should be pupil·s afe ty 
and comfort, The·school bus body should be cons tru�ted,with s afety and 
comfort,in mind, as well as ventilation , seating capa�i ty and doors 
and windows. Care of the scho ol bus was given due consideration ,  along 
�th expenditures and financial problems of drivers and employara .
34 
III. SUPPLEMENTARY BOOKS 
Butte�orth and Ruesegger pro duced the book'Adminis terins Pupil 
·Transport�on. Th�s book s tated that the adminis tratio� of pupi l. 
transpo rtation , like any o ther phase of school adminis tration, is both 
an art and a science.· It.is an art in tha t the adminis trator as he meets 
his various,problems ia dependent upon general observation, analysis, 
and judgment. It.is a science in that per tinent facts are carefully 
collected, si fted , and organized as a means of estab lishing principles 
of action and perfecting techniques for applying these principles to 
35 the development and carrying on of trans portation policies. 
33Burton H. Belknap , The Sohool'Bus· (Minneapolis: Educattonal 
Publishers , Inc. , 1950) , pp.�2. 
---
34 .. . Ibid., p. 207. · -
35Julian E. Bu�terworth and Virgil Ru�gsegger, AdminisSerin& 
Pupil Transportation (Minne apo lis: Educational Publishers , Inc., 1941), 
p. ix. 
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This book conteined treatment of: planning a new transportation 
enterprise; chooeins and maintaining conveyances; . selecting ,  training , 
and supervising the operating personnel; evaluating transportation 
service ; basic data needed in the administration of transportation; 
dete�ning transportation expenditures and costs and judsing the�r 
reasonableness ; and , policiea and problems , 
36 
Of considerable interest was.the observation of some,unsolved 
problems as these e�isted in . l941, The author described these . prob lems 
as follows : matters of records , reports , cost accounting , and measure-
eent of the quality of service to ob tain real costs in te� of equlity 
seem to be on _ the way to.solution,' This is true , although in some cases 
many di fficulties must.still be resolved before eonelusions,can be 
37 accep ted as even relatively final, 
The question arises , should the s tate operate . the entire trans-
portation program for all districts , purchasing all vehicles and provid-
ing for the servic�ns and maintenance ,  including the planning of routes 
and the supervision of-the p"togram? Should the state , because of its 
ability to obtain low bids , purchase all vehicles and provide all in-
38 surance? 
36 Ibid . , pp . l-149. -
37tbid . , p ,  148. 
-
38 Ikid, , p • . 149, 
IV. BULLETINS AND DOCUMENTS 
Rules �.Regulations, Part·IV, Pupil Trans2ortation 
Relative to the operation of the school transportation program 
certain rules and regulations have been.adopted for bue drivers and 
school buses. 
Qualities essential for a good bus driver have been set up as: 
(l) minimum age of 2� and a m�imum age of 65, (2) good 
physical condition, (3) neat in appearance anQ co-operative 
with teachers and school·officials, (4) abstinence from the 
use of profanity or tobacco while children are.being trans­
ported, (5) providing a clean bus by sweeping the bus at least 
once a day, (6) obedience to all,state and local traffic regul4• 
tions and assist motorists in passing school bu� between stops
, (7) the drive� shall promote safety habits with the,group of . 
pupils he transports and substitute or alternate drivers shall 
meet all qualificatione and requirements for regular drivera,39 
The over-all length of the bus shall not exceed 35 feet 
and th.e over-all width of the bus shall not exceed 96 inches. 
Minimum clearance of all aisles, including the aisle lead­
ing to the emergency exit shall be 12 inches and aisle supports 
of seat backs shall be slanted away from the aisle sufficiently 
to give aisle clearance of 15 inches at tops of seat backs.40 
Handbooks 
In the handbook, Drive Safel� and Arrive Safell• the following 
qualifications for bus drivers were stated: 
1. The bus driver must be capable and responsible. 
2. The bus driver must be free from physical defects. 
3 ,  The bus driver must possess good moral character. 
39Tenneasee State Board of Education, 1967-� Rules � ReJu­
lations, �IV, Pupil Transportation (Nashville: Tennessee State 
Board of Education, 1967), pp. 74-75. 
40Ib1d., p. 85 . 
� 
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4�· The bus driver must be considerably superior �o �he 
avet'age driver • .  
5 .  The bus driver must be able to ma�age.children in a 
f�rm, but tactful, manner. 41 6. The bus driver must be within prescribed age limits. 
20 
Other contents of this handbook included such matters as reaponsi� 
bilities of driver personnel, driving regulations, first aid, and 
operational procedure, Included in these data were the l�s of the 
state and the local systems which applied to the operation of school 
42 buses. 
Special Report , 
In a special project report, . .Ih!,. .:!!.!m-� School � Operator, 
Ernest Farmer presented facts concerning the .operation of school buses 
in various sections of the United Staees. There seemed to be �i�tla 
significant diff�rence in,the accident frequency between adult school 
bus drivers. and teen-age operators. The salaries of adult school bus 
drivers were considerably higher than the salaries of teen-age bus 
operatot's. Nore� Carolina was the state most frequently ref,rred to 
as using teen-age bus drivers, since it has used the experiment longer 
43 and.probably more successfully. 
4�ennessee State Department of Education, Drive Safely � 
Arrive Safely (Nashville: Tennessee State·Department.of Education,. 
1966) ' p • .1· 
42 �·, PP• 2":"11. 
43· Erne1t Farmer, The Teen-� School Bus Operator (Washington: 
Na�ional Safety Council,-r96�pp. 6-23. ---
21 
Memorandum 
In a Memorandum� Sevier cqun�z School, Policies, specific rules 
were es tablished for school bus servi ces. Some of thes e rules were: 
1. A s tudent shall become ineligible for tranaportat�on when 
his behavior is such as to cause disruption on the b�s. 
2. A bus driver should never put a child off the bus for 
disciplinary purposes at any point en route home. 
3. School buses should deliver.the pupils to the school build­
ing not later than five minutes before the opening of 
school. 
4 .  The school bus driver is responsible for the 'afety of the 
students while being transported. Students should not be 
allowed to g!� off a bus until they have reached their 
des tination. 
Financial Report 
A bulletin of The·Budset report for Sevier County showed the 
anticipa ted collections from local sources for school purposes. Also 
shown were the approximate amounts to be spent for each facet of educa-
tion, including transportation. The estimated amount to be spent for pupil 
transportation for the school year of 1969-70 was placed at $192 ,612.36. 
This was an approximate 10 percent increase.over the $175,717 . 59 spent 
in 1968-69 . 45 
VII. SUMMARY 
The review of rela ted literature presented data·of the school 
transportation sys tem in Claiborne County. The hazards of the b� routes 
44 Memorandum 2f Sevier County School Policies (Sevierville, 
Tennessee: Sevier County Board of Education. 1968) . 
45 Annual Financ!al Report, The Budget (Sev�erville, Tennessee: 
Sevier County School Superintendent's Office, 1969). 
and ove�loading of buses were the maj or prob lems encountered. School 
transportation in Morgan County was reviewed . Certain fea tures were 
22 
pointed out , as undesirable , including po or roads . and lack of sys tema�ic 
bus route planning . The Roane . County survey discovered prob lems of pupi l 
Pdsbehavior on the buses and lack of waitins s tations for the pupils . 
The Scott County survey encountered prob lems of poor , plannins of bus 
routes and lack of wri tten po licies regarding scho ol trans por tation. 
The Jeffers on County survey dealt with problems of poor county roads 
and lack of an adequate method of selecting bus drivers. The Anderson · 
County s tudy emphasi zed the adoption of wri tten rules and regulations 
pertaining to s chool transpo rt ation and the us e of these . rules •nd 1;egu� 
lations in every practical si tuation. 
Textbooks used included School � Management by Wi lliam H ,  Roe. 
This book gave stress to the importance of hiring competent drivers 
of school buses. Burton H ,  l3elknap in The School Bus res tated the fact - -
of tbe rapid expansion of school bus transportation and the urgency of 
t aking care of the need fo r better service. 
Butterworth and Ruegsegger in the book Admi nis tering P�il 
Transport!tion offered a wide treatment of the areas to which s chool 
bus transportation applied. There were also a recital of some of the 
unsolved problems of trans po rtation that existed in 19 41. 
In the Rules and Regulations , Part .!Y' Pup·i l · Transportation , the 
qualifications for a satisfactory bus driver were set forth along with 
the size and ais le width of tbe school bus • . The S tate Department of 
Education has insis ted that it is highly essenti al that these regulations 
2 3  
be observed. The handbook Drive Safelx � Arrive Safely offered quali­
fications of school bus drivers. In � Teen-� � Operator benefits 
were presented for the plan of student bu� driv ers. S evier County school 
bus driver - policies were lis ted in a Memorandum � S�vier County Scqool 
�olisies. A Financi!l Report of S evier County was used o� considering 
a transport�tion budget. 
CHAPTER III 
PRESENTATION OF FINDINGS 
I .  BASIC PROBLEMS INVOLVED 
Three high schools in Sevier County were used in the questionp 
naire survey for collection of data concernina school transportation. 
The high schools used were Gatlinburg-Pi ttman High School, Sevier County 
High School, and Seymour High School as sources of information con­
cerning the parents of the pupils in these high schools. All bus drivers 
and scQool principals of Sevier County were . used in the survey. 
The three high schools included within the survey are the only 
public high schools in . Sevier County. These high schools are distri­
buted throughout the county in such a way that an authentic sampling 
may be obtained. Only the members of the tenth grade , commonly called 
the sophomore class, were included in the survey. The sophomore class 
at Gatlinburg-Pittman has a total of 86 pupils, the sophomore · class 
of Sevier County has a total of 335 pupils, and Seymour , has 76 sopho­
mores. This means that of the total number of the sophomores (1969) , 
Gatlinburg-Pittman has 17 . 3  percent , Sevier County has 6 7 . 4  percent , 
and Seymour has 15. 3  percent� 
Questionnaire forms were sent to parents of sophomores who rode 
buses to the three high schools. Of .course, there were parents in a 
few cases who had more than one pupil in the sophomore class who rode 
the bus. 
24 
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There were 82 parents at Gatlinburg•Pittman High School who were 
sent ques tionnaires . This represented 95 percent of the total parents 
of 86 sophomores enrolled in the s chool . There were 290 parents at 
Sevier County High School who were sent ques tionnaires . This repre­
sented 87 percent of the total parents of 335 sophomores enrolled in 
the school.  There were 72 parents at Seymour High ·S chool who were sent 
questionnaires . This represented 94 percent . of the tot4l parents of 76 
sophomores enrolleQ in the s chool . 
Ques tionnaires were sent to 67 s chool bus drivers in Sevier 
County . Reapons.es were received from 45 . of these drivers, which was 
a response of 67 percent . 
Questionnaires were sent to 17 principals in the Sevier County 
s chool sys tem. Replies were received f�om the 17 requested, which 
represented 100 percent response .  
Copies o f  the parents ' ,  bus drivers ' and · principals ' ques tion-
naires are shown in the Appendixes A, B, and C .  
II • . PARENTS 1 RESPONSES 
Ques tionnaire forms were sent to 444 parents in the . three Sevier 
County High Schools . This was a total of 93 percent of the pupils 
enrolled in the sophomore · classes of  the three high s chools . 
Completed ques tionnaires were returned by 54  parents of Gatlinburg-
Pittman sophomores, by 190 parents of Sevier County High School . sopho-
mores, and by 68 parents of Seymour High School sophomores • . This repre-
sented .66 percent of Gatlinburg-Pittman parents ,who responded to the 
questionneire . There were 65 percent of Sevier County High School 
parents responding to the ques tionnaire . There .were 94 percent of 
Seymour High School parents who responded to the ques tionneire . There 
were 444 ques tionnaires sent to parents in the three . schools . There 
were 312 ( 70 .  2 percent) who responded. 
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On .the parents ' quest�onnaire , the firs t six ques tions deal With 
routine affairs such as the .name of the. s chool, the location of the 
school , . the name of the road , on which the pupil lives , number of chi l­
dren in the family who ride the bus , length of time on the bus , and 
the dis tance from the home to the bus stop . These ques tions . are asked 
for purposes of identification and classification . 
!!!! Pupils Leave li2!! 
Table I offers data concerning the time pupils leave for school 
in the morning .  This refers to the time the pupils actually left and 
not the time they boarded the s chool bus . 
As .disclosed by Table I there were 64 respondents with pupils who 
left  home , between 6 : 30 and 6 : 59 to catch the s chool bus . This repre� 
sented 20 . 5  percent of the respondents in Sevier County included in this 
survey . There were 104 reporting that the�r childx-en left holll8 between 
7 :00 and 7 : 14 .  This was 33 . 3  percent of  the total of the sophomores 
studied. There were 74 respondents reporting that their children left  
home be tween 7 :  15 and 7 :  29 . This was . 23 • 7 of those surveyed .  . There 
were 70 respondents whose , chi ldren left .home in the 7 : 30 to 8 : 30 period , 
which was 22 . 4  percent of the total . 
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TABLE I 
NUMBER OF PUl'-ILS LEAVING HOME IN THE ·MORNINGS FOR SCHOOLS 
AT SELECTED TIME INTERVALS 
Gatlinb-u.rg ... SeVier 
Time of Pittman County · Seyrnou.r Total 
Leaviy Pupi ls Pupil• Pupils (N) 
6 : 30-6 : 59 2 46 16 64  
7 : 00-7 : 14 28 56 20 104 
7 : 15-7 : 29 16 46 12 74 
7 : 30-8 : 30 8 42 20 70 
Total (N) 54 190 68 312 
Time Pupils Arrive .!!, 1!..2!! 
Table II , contains information relative to the time the pupils 
reach home , from s chool in the af ternoon � This information is related 
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to the overall time spent by the s tudents from time of departure in the 
morning until arrival at home in the afternoon . 
Table II revealed that there were 96 respondents ( 30 .8  percent) 
whose children arrived at home from s chool af ter riding the s cboQl bus , 
at the 3 : 45-3 : 59 interval . There were . children of 82 respondents ( 26 . 2  
percent) whose children reacheq home in the af ternoon between 4 : 00 and . 
, 
4 : 14 .  There were 46 respondents (14 . 7 percent) who replied that their 
children reached home between 4 : 15 and 4 : 29 .  Th�re were 74 (23 . 7 per­
cent) who replied that their children arrived at home in the 4 : 30-4 : 44 
interval. There were 14 respondents ( 4 .  6 percent). who reported that their 
children reached home , in the af ternoon between 4 : 45 and 5 : 00 . 
Waitin& Shelters for Pupils 
Table III indicates the number of parents who report that the 
pupils have a shelter to await the arrival of the s chool bus . 
Data in Table III denoted that there were 116 parents who had 
children riding s chool buses in Sevier County who have waiting shelters 
to pro tect them from the weather while they wait for the s chool bus . 
This was - 37 . 1  percent of the tota+ respondents . There were 196 parents . 
(62 . 9  percent) who reported that their children did not have waiting 
shelters . 
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TABLE II 
NUMBER OF PUPILS ARRIVING HOME · FROM SCHOOLS IN THE AFTERNOONS 
AT SELECTED, TIME INTERVALS 
'fiiii Gatlinburg· Sev�er 
Arriving Pittman County Seymour Total 
Holle . Pupils �?Pils Pupils (N) 
3 : 45-3 : 59 14 58  24 96 
4 : 00-4 : 14 22 56 4 82 
4 : 15-4 : 29 0 42 4 46 
4 : 30-4 : 44 18 30 26 74 
4 : 45-5 : 00 0 4 10 14 
Total (N) 54 190 68  314 
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TABLE · III 
NUMBER OF RESPONDENTS REPORTING THAT Pl]fiLS HAVE WAITING SHELTERS 
NuiJI1)er Gatlinburg- Sevier 
�esponcients Pittman : County Seymour Total 
R!port�!'l Pu211s Pu2:1.1s Pu2:1.1a (N) I 
Have 
waiting 
shelters 14 84 18 116 
Do not have 
waiting 
shelciers 40 106 so 196 
Total (N) 54 190 68  312 
Bus · Too � 2!. 12.2. .!!£! £2! Pupils 
Table IV contains information concerning th� parents' respons� 
to the ques tion "Do your children ever repol:'t that the bus is too cold 
or too hot?" 
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Data in Table IV revealed that a total of 150 �espondents replied 
that th�ir children had complained that the bus was too cold . There 
were eight who reported that the bus was too hot .  · Th�re were 158 res.,. 
pondents , representing 51 percent of the total , who offered co�laints 
concerning the uncomfortable tempel:'ature of the school bus . 
Pupils Reporting Cleanliness £! �  
Table V presents the answers to the ques tion "Do your childr:en 
ever report that the bus is not · clean? "  
According to the responses shown i n  Table v ,  there were 136 
parents (43 . 5  percent) reporting that their children aonsid,red the 
school bus clean . There were 176 parents (56 . 5  percent) who had children 
reporting that the s chool bus was not clean . 
Student Behavior £!! !h!, !.!:!!. 
Table .Vl contains data concerning the query in · the parents � 
ques tionnaire which asked · "Do you think that s tudent behavior on the bus 
is what is should be mos t of the time?"  The p arents were reque&l.ted to 
check if  they thought the behavior was good , average , or poor . 
There were 44 respondents (14 percent) who thought s tudents ' 
behavior on the bus was good ; 200 parents (64 percent) thought students ' 
behavior was average ; and 68 parents (22 percent) replied that s tudents ' 
behavior was poor . 
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TABLE IV 
RESPONDENTS WITH CHILDREN REPORTING BUS AS TOO COLD OR TOO HOT 
Wer of Gatlinburg- seVier 
�spondents Pi ttman County Se)'11lour Total 
llapa.rtiy. PuJ?ila Pupils PuJ?ila (N) 
Bus too cold 36 6 8  46 150 
Bus too hot 0 6 2 8 
Total respondents 
complaining 36 74 48 158 
Total respondents 
surveyed 54 190 68  312 
Percent comp laining 67  39 70 51 
TABLE V 
RESPONDENTS WITH CHILDREN REPORTING CLEANLINESS OF BUS 
Pupils · 
!!Eor�iy 
1 I 
Bus clfl\an 
Bus not clean 
Total (N) 
Gatlinburs· 
Pittman 
Pupi ls 
14 
40 
54 
Sevier 
County s.ymour 
P�Eila · PUfil• 
92 30 
98 38 
190 68 
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Total 
(N) 
136 
176 
312 
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TABLE VI 
PARENTS ' OP INIONS OF STUDENT BEHAVIOR ON THE · BUS 
GatHI\burs- Sevier 
Pi ttman COUt?.ty Seyll\our Tptal 
llfJapon••• Pupils . P3ila · Pue�ls (N) I I 
Good behavior 6 28 10 44 
Average ,behavior 38 116 46 200 
Poor , b�havior 10 46 12 68 
Total (N) 54 190 68 312 
i .  
Students '  Attitude Toward � Drivers 
Table VII presents information regarding the ques tion in the 
parents ques tiotlJlaire whi ch inquired "Do your children seem to like 
the bus driver?" The · parents were .requested to c�eck . "yea '.' or "no" 
as an answer to the attitude of their children toward the bus driver.  
There were 246 parents (78  percent) who gave the answer "yes , "  
meaning that their children did like the bus driver.  There .were 66 
parents ( 22 percent) who gave the answer "no , "  meaning that their 
children did not like the bus driver,  . 
Safety of .� Drivers 
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Table VIII contains data concerning the query in the parents ' 
questionnaire which asked the ques tion "Do you think that the bus driver 
is a safe driver? " The parents were asked to check "yes" if they thought 
the bus driver was safe and "no" if they did not think the bus driver 
was a safe driver . 
There were 230 parents (74 percent) who answered "yes , "  indicat­
ing that;: they thought the bus driver operated the vehicle in .a safe 
manner .  There were 82 parents (26 percent) who answered "no , "  indic::at ... 
ing that they thought the bus driver did not operate . the vehicle in a 
safe manner .  
Courtesy ·.£.!· the � Drivers 
Table IX presents data gathered in response t;o_ the question 
in the ques tionnaire which asked "Is the bus driver courteous to you 
and to your children? "  The p arents were asked t�? check "yes" if they 
TABLE · VII 
PARENTS ' REPORT OF STUDENTS ' ' ATTITUDE TOWARD BUS DRIVER 
Gatlinburg ... 
Answers Pittman · 
Givan Pupils 
Yes , do like driver 44 
No , do not like driver 10 
Total (N) 54 
Sevier 
County 
PUJ!il�J 
144 
46 
190 
SeymQur 
PuJ!ils 
I I 
58 
10 
6 8  
36 
Total 
(N) 
246 
66 
312 
37 
TABLE VIII 
PARENTS ' REPORT OF SAFETY OF SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS 
GatfinbuJ:"a- Sevier 
Answers Pitttnan County . Seymour Total 
Giveu . PupU.• Pupil• · Pup:U1 · (N) 
I 
Yes , driver is safe 46 136 46 2 30 
No , driver is no� , safe 8 52 22  82 
Total (N) 54 190 6 8  312 
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TABLE; IX 
COURTESY OF THE SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS 
GatUnb�rs ... s.vt.� 
Answers _ Pittman County Seymo1,1r . Total 
Gf.v..,_ Pupils · P!!tb: Pu,pile · (N) 
Yes , driver is courteous . 44 164 52 260 
No , driver is Q.o t courteous 10 26 16 52 
Total (N) 54 190 68 312 
thought the bus _ driver was courteous and "no" if they thought tha t the 
bus driver was not , courteous. 
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There were 260 parents (83 percent) who answe red "yes, " iqdicat­
ing that they though t the bus driver was courteous to the .children 
and to the parents. There were 52 parents (17 percent)_ who answered 
"no, " in(\ica ting that t�ey thought the bus driver wu not courteous to 
parents and child�eQ. 
!!!!. Appearance .2£. !!!!, � Drivers 
Table X contains info�ation gathered in response to the query 
"Is  the driver neat in  appe arance ?"  The parents lfere asked to che ck 
"yes" if they thought the bus driver was ne at in appe arance and "no " 
if they did not think the bus driver was nea t in appearance. 
There were 258 parents (83 percent) who gave their answers as 
"yes, " whi ch indicate(\ that they thought . the bus driver - was nea t in 
appe arance. There were 54 parents (17 percent) who gave their answers . 
as "no, " which indicated tha t they thought the bus driver was not neat 
i'Q. appearance. 
t'�me S chedule of .!!:!.!. Drivers 
Table XI presents data gathe red in rep ly to the ques tion "Does 
the driver keep a good time _schedule?" The · parents were ,asked to check 
"yes" if they considered that the drtver kept a good time s�hedule . 
They were . asked to che ck "no" if they thought the bus driver did not keep 
a good , schedule . 
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TABLE X 
NEAT APPEARANCE OF THE BUS DRIVERS 
Ill 
Ga tlinbu:rs- Sev1•r 
Answers Pittman Coun�y Seymour Total 
GiftJ1 : Pupils Pupiu · Pu2il1 (N) 
I I 
Yes ; driver is neat 50 152 56 258 
No , driver is not neat 4 38  12 :s4 · 
Total (N) 54 190 6 8  312 
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TABLE XI 
TIME SCHEDULE OF BUS DRIVERS 
Gatli�bura ... SeV!el' 
Answers Pittman County Seymour Total 
Givn Pupils P'!J'ils PVtEil• (N) I 1 T 
Yes , driver keeps 
good s �hedu1e 46 166 60 272 
No , driver does �ot keep 
good s chedule 8 24 8 40 
Total (N) 54 190 6 8  312 
There were 272 parents (87 percent) who answered ''yes" to the 
ques tion . There were 40 parents (13 percent) who answered "no" to the 
ques tion concerning the time s chedule of the bus drivers . 
Amount of Variation fr� Time Schedule - _ _  ..;;..;:;.;;.;;.;;;,.=;;;..;;;.. 
Table XII contains infortn$tion in response to the question "If 
the bus driver does not keep a good schedule , how much �pproximately 
does .he vary in , time ? "  The parents were . asked to list  the amount of 
time variation in the .morning and in the af ternoon , The average time 
variation for each school is shown , then the general average is .deter-
mined.  
According to Table XII there were parents of 40 ·pupils who 
responded that the bus drivers did not keep a good s chedule . Of this 
number the average length of time variation for the Gatlinburg-Pi ttman 
pupils was 5-10 minutes , and the Seymour pupils time variation was the 
same 5-10 minutes . Buses transporting Sev�er County pupils varied 
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from their schedules 10-15 minutes .  This was due , chiefly to the wider 
area covered by these buses . 
Responsibility �  Children ' s  Conduct � School � 
Table XIII presents replies to the ques tion "Who do you think 
should be responsible for your children ' s  conduct on the sch.ool bus ? "  
This left the parents the obvious reply of "bus · driver , '! "parents 1 " 
"s tudents 1 " "school teachers 1 "  or "principals . "  
According to Table XIII there were 244 parents (78 . 3 percent) 
who an�wered that they considered the bus drivers responsible for the 
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TABLE XII 
AMOUNT OF VARIATION FROM TIME SCHEDULE 
Gatlinburg- Sev:lel' 
Answers Pittman County Seymour Total 
Given. Pup;l.la Pupila P!fil• · (N) 
Number respondents 8 24 8 40 
Average time variation 5-10 10-15 5-10 7·12 
from schedule minutes minutes minutes minu.tes 
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TABLE XIII 
RESPONSIBILITY FOR CHIDRENS ' CONDUCT ON SCHOOL BUS 
GatUnbursJ. Sevier II 
Answers Pi ttman County Seymour Tstal 
Givan Pu!ile 
I 
Pupils PuFils (N) 
Bus Driver 34 16 4 46 244 
Parents 10 12 18 40 
S tudents 10 12 2 24 
School Teachers 2 2 
Principal 2 2 
Total (N) 54 190 68  312 
4.5 
conduct of the children on the s chool bus . There were 40 parents (12 . 8 
percent) who considered the parents responsible . Th�re were 24 parents , 
( 7 . 7 percent) who thought the s tudents were responsible . There were two 
parents ( . 6  per�ent) who thought the school teachers were responsible ; 
two parents ( . 6  percent) considered the s chool prtncipal responaible . 
Solicitation � Opinio9e and Susses tions 
Table XIV contains data in reaponae to the ques Uon "Have the 
s chool officials ever asked your . optnion and · eugges tions on tbe s chool . 
bus sugge� tion?" The parents were reques ted to check "yea " if their 
opinions or sugges tions had been soliciated, or "no" if their opinion 
or sugges tions had not been soliciated . 
According to Table XIV there were no parents from the three high 
schools surveyed who reported that the s chool author�ties had ever asked 
their opinions or sugges tions concerning the operation and maintenance 
of the school bus system in Sevier County . 
Parents ' Comments !E& Sugges tions . 
Qu•ry nu.mber 21 of the parents ' ques tionnaire requested "If you 
have any sugges tions or recommendations , pleaee s tate them on this 
paper. " 
Some of the typical comments by parents . of Sevier County High 
Sc�ool , pupils included : 
"The bus driver is fine , but the morning run �s too crowded . 
My child has had to s tand up every morning. "  
"Dirty bus . "  
TABLE XIV · 
SOLICITATION OF OPINIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 
6atl.inb\lrS ... Sevi•r I I 
Anewe}:' Pi ttman Count;y Seymour 
Given . Pu1ru• '"'ils P�pile 
Yes , optnton has been 
asked 0 0 0 
No , opinion has not been 
asked 54 190 6 8  
'total (N) �4 190 6 8  
46 
Total 
SN) 
0 
312 
312 
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"The. bus comes too early , no further than we live from the school. 
We live five miles from high ·school and don't get home until 4 : 30 P . M. " 
"Bus is entirely too crowded . Any where from 75 to 80 on bus . " 
"Get a new bus driver . He's too dangerous . . He . runs over cows, 
chickene , cars , other buses and runs out of the �oad. '' 
A more extensive list of suggestions came from a Sevier County 
High School parent who wrote : 
"I think the bus should be on time and should be washed once in 
a whil�. and the bus driver should wash his dirty face." 
"He drives too fast . "  
"The boys and gi rls do not act righ t .  They are dirty. They 
should be taught better manners." 
Some . observations . and suggestions from the parents of . the selected 
Gatlinburg-Pittman pupils included : 
"I don' t think children should smoke on the bus . They do on 
some of them . " 
"I think that some parts of town need a school bus that doesn't 
have one. A school bus has never run on my street and there are quite 
a few children who live on my street , some that live over a mile from 
s cl;lool, " 
Some comments and suggestions from the parents of Seymour High 
School pupils were : 
"When you . get on the bus you aren't allowed to move after you 
sit down . even when the bus stops . And I think you - should . "  
"We have to come to school too early .  Our bus is overloaded 
in the evening . " 
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"The bus is very overcrowded of . the evening . He comes too early . 
He leaves the windows down and - in morning the bul!l seats are wet . " 
III . BUS DRIVERS ' RESPONSES 
Pertinent ques tions were s tated in th.e ques tionnaires whi ch 
were sent to the bus drivers . Ques tionnaires were sent to 6 7  school 
bus drivers in Sevter County . Re�ponaes were received from 45 of the 
drivers . Ques tions were dire�ed toward obtaining information concern­
ing experience and training of bus drivers , sc�edules , safety , dis ci­
pline , regularity and punctuali t� and type of school bus . 
Experience and Training of  School � Drivers 
Tab le XV is based on the responses to th�ee ques tions , relating 
to experience and training of bus drivers . The ques tions , include : 
"How many years have you., driven a school bus ? "  "Have you had any train­
ing for the j ob ? "  and "Would you . like to partic:l,pate in a . driver train­
ing progr$1D.? " 
I t  was revealed in Table XV that 45 school bus drivers .in Sevier 
County had a total of 373 years of driving experience . This was an 
average of 8 . 3 years of drivtng experience of eaCh of the 45 school 
bus drivers . 
It was further disclosed that eight bus drivers (17 . 7  percent) 
had some , training for bq.s driving . Thera were 17 drivers (37 . 7 percent) 
who expressed a desire to participate in a driver training program , 
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TABLE XV 
EXPERIE�CE AND TRAINING OF SCHOOL · BUS DRIVERS 
Years of Any TJ'aifting Lik' to Parti cipate in a 
Number Driving for the Jo\) Driver Trainins Proaram 
Anaw!r:f.y Experience Yes · No Yea No 
5 2 1 4 3 2 
5 3 2 3 2 3 
7 6 2 5 2 · 5 
10 8 2 8 3 7 
2 9 0 · 2 1 1 
2 11 0 2 1 1 
10 12 1 9 3 7 
2 15 0 2 1 1 
2 18 0 2 1 1 
Tot�1 4.5 (,N) . 8 37 · . ' 17 . - 28 . 
� Drivers ' Report � Wri tten Schedule 
Table XVI contains data in response to the ques tions : "Do you 
operate on a written schedule?"  "Do the pupi ls have a copy of . the 
schedule?"  and "Do the p arents have a copy of the s chedule? "  The 
respondents were asked to answer "yes" or "no'' in each case.  
A$ · revealed by Table XVI seven . school bus drivers (15 . 5  per­
cent) operated their buses according to a wri tten s chedule . The�e 
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were four bus drivers (8 . 9  percent) who replied that the pupils had 
written s chedules of the buses , There were five drivers (11 . 1  per­
cent) who reported that the parents were supp lied with written sched�les 
of the school buses . 
Writ ten Rules !2!, .;h!. Pupils 
Table XVII presents information gained from replies to the 
ques tions : "Do you . have written rules for the pupils ? "  "Do you . think 
written rules are needed?"  and "Do the pupil!! know the rules ?" The · 
bus c;irivers checked the .answers "yes" or "no . " 
In. response to the ques tions covered in Table XVII t there were 
five bus drivers (11 , 1 percent) who reported that they had wri tten rules 
for the pupi ls . Th�re were 20 bus drivers (44 . 4 percent) who expressed 
the opinion that wri tten rules are needed . Th�re were 32 bus drivers 
( 71. 1 percent) who reported that it is their opinions that the pupils 
know the . rules appli cable to riding the school . bus . 
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TABLE XVI 
BUS DRIVERS 1 REPORT OF WRITTEN SCHEDULE 
�· 
Bu. ··Dr�ver 
Operates on Pupils Have Parents Have 
Answer a Written a Copy of a Copy of 
Given . Schedule _ the S ch!dule the Schedule 
Yes · 7 4 5 
No 38 41 40 
Total (N) 45 45 45 
TABLE XVII 
BUS . DRIVERS ' REPORT OF WRITTEN RULES FOR THE PUPILS 
lUI \rtv.�i H•v• 
Answara W�ittfiln Rules for 
Given the ��ill 
Yea s 
No 40 
Total (N) 45 
Wr:lttfiln Rules 
•t• Neecl•d . 
I 
20 
25 
45 
52 
Pu:pils Know 
the . Jtula• 
I 
32 
13 
45 
Serncea � School Monitors � � - .;;,.P;;;.at;;.;r;;.;o;.;;l .. EJ 
Table XVIII cont ains dat$ gathered from �epl�ea to the ques-
tiona : "Do you have monitors ? "  "Would tnoni tors be us ef\11 ? "  "Do you 
have bus patrola?"  and "Do yo\1 believe bus paeroll would be he�pful? "  
:&us drivers replied t o  th• questions by ohec:.king "1•• '.' or "no . " 
As shown by Table XVIII , there were five bus drivers (11. 1 
percent) raportina that they had monitors . There were 13 school bus 
drivers (28. 8 percent) who reported that they thouaht . monitors would 
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be useful,  Th�re were three bua drivers (6 . 7 percent) who had b.us 
patrols . There were 19 bus drivers (42.  2 pe rcent) who . thouaht th.at bus 
patro ls would be - helpful . 
Firs t � Ins�ruqtion � Accident Occurrence 
Table XIX presents informat�on gathered in response to the ques-
tiOJl.& : "Have you had a firs t aid cours e ? "  and · "Have you had any acci .. 
dents with the bus this year?" and "If ye• , how many?" 
Table XI� · reveals that eight b\ls dr�vers (17, 7 percent) had some 
ins truction i� firs t aid . It alao reveals that three bus drivers (6 . 7  
percent) had aix accidents during tije past year , or an average ot two 
accidents for each driver invo lved tn an accident , 
Accident Prevention � !!!! Affecting S afetx 
4 
Table XX p resents information . based on bus drivers ' answers to 
the ques tions : ·�at , i f  any , precautions do you use to prevent acci-
dents in get ting children on and off the bus ? " . and · "Have s chool per­
sonnel informed you as to all state and local laws affecting the S $fety 
An1wers . 
I 
Given 
Yea 
No 
Total (N) 
'l:AB�E XVIII 
USE OF SCHOOL MONI'l:ORS AND BUS PATROLS 
Have . 
Mon:f.tt9r• 
s 
40 
45 
. 
' 
' Moni, ton Would 
be- U1eful 
13 
32 
45 
Have. ·Ius · 
Pat;�ols 
II 
3 
42 
45 
54  
But Patrol-a' 
Wo\116 be He1Eful · 
I 8 I 
19 
26 · 
45 
55 
TABLE XIX 
FIRST AID INSTRUCTION AND ACCIDENT OCCURRENCE 
I 
xn.w·�· Hu · Ddver had Has D�ivet had �Y 
Gtven r:t.rat Aid Courea .t\ccidenta :l.n l' u t  Year 
I I I I II 
How �Y I 
Yes 8 3 6 
No 37 42 
Total (N) 45 45 6 
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IABLE XX 
ACCIDENT fREVENTION AND LAWS AFFECTING SAFETY 
Answers 
Give . .  
Make sure bus is . s topped 
and sig�al lights are 
workins 
Allow DD running or 
pushins 
Yes 
No 
Total (N) 
Methodt ol 
Preventing 
�.c�c�ens• 
I i< 
30 
15 
45 
Have Prt ver1 · 
Beell Infomed 
()f saf•tz Law• 
33 
12 
45 
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and welfare of  t;ansported pupils ?" The firs t ques tion may be - answered 
in a variety of .ways , The second question may be answered "yes" or 
"no . "  
T�ble XX reveals that 30 school bus drivers (66 . 7 - percent) 
approached the problem of safety from the viewpoint of care taken by 
the drivers of their duties and of the mechanical operatio� of the 
safety devices of  their buses , for they gave the answer "a1�e sure 
bus is s topped . and signal lights are workina . "  There .were 15 bue 
drivers (33 . 3 percent) who too� a subj ec�tve approach .by replyina that 
they "allow no running or pushing . "  There were 33 bus drivers ( 7 3 , 3 
percent) Whq replied that they had been informed of safety laws , while 
12 bus drivers (26 . 7 percent) reported that they had not been i,nfo�ed 
of safety laws of the state and local authorities , 
Discipline � S tudents 2n School Buses 
Table XXI contains data gathered in response to the ques tions : 
"Do yo\l , have dis cip line problems on the bus?"  "How do  you handle dis-. 
cipline problema ? "  and "Has your bus been damaged by s tudents ?" The 
first q�s tion may . be answered "yes" or "no , " the second ques tion may 
be . answered by a number of methods , and the third question may be 
answered by "yea" or  "no , " 
Table XXI reveals that there were 27  ' bus drivers (60 percent) 
who have dis cipline problems on the bus , Of these 27  drivers , there � 
were . l4 drivers (51 . 8  percent) who take s tudents to the p rincipal fo� 
discip line on the bus . There were 13 drivers (48,2  pereen�) who resorted 
to expelling the s tu4ents from t"iding the bus for a period of one , to 
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TABLE XXI 
DISC�PLINE OF STUDE�TS · ON SCHOOL BUSES 
M;tbod of HQ Bus Been 
Answers Have Dis cip line Hudlins Damaged 
Given P:obleu on Bus PJ:'Qble.u . by $tuclenta 
' 
Take S tudents 
to Pdnaipal 14 
Expel Students 
from Bus 13 
Ye' · 27 5 
No 18 (cut seats) 40 
Tot; a1 (N) 45 27 45 
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five days , Five bus drivers (ll . l. percent). reported bus damage · by pupils 
in the fo;m of cut seats . 
Provisions , for Bus Driver Subs titutes 
- -
Table XXII p resents information in reply to the q\las.tions : 
"Have you Jn:l.ssed any trips this year?"  and "What provision is toade · for 
your run when you are off?" These ques tions may be an•wered in a variety 
of ways , rather than the .cus tomary "yes " or "no" for which the ques- . 
tionnaire was primarily designed . 
Drive�s who failed to make their trips gave their reasons as 
bad weather and sickness .  The total number of bus days missed was 56 . 
because of bad _ weather �d nine because of sickness , . Thit was a . tot al 
of . 65 days missed for all bus drivers , an average of 1 � 46 days . for e•ch 
� 
driver . Su�etitutes were furnished by the d�ivers , or provisions were 
made by the drivers to get su'bs.titutes in 42 cases (93 . 3  percent) . 
Pr�visions . were made for subs titutes by the transport•tion supervisor 
in three cases (6 , 7  percent) . 
Occupations £! � DJ:ivers and Attention sg_ � 
Table XXIII contains data in reply to the ques tions : "What other 
occupation do you have?"  "Do you . sweep bus every . day?"  and "How of ten 
do you clean windows ? "  These ques tions , are o f  the type · Which may be 
answered in various ways . The second ques tion may be answered "yes" 
or "no . "  
According to Table XXIII there _were 20 · bus drivers (44 . 4  per� 
cent) who were also fa�ers . There were six (13 . 3  percent) who also 
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TABLE XXII 
PROVIS IONS FOR BUS DRIVERS ' SUBSTITUTES 
Nu=bar of P'tovilion Made 
Answers . Trips Milleed : When Driven 
Giv.&l . By Drivers Are ·Off . I I I 
Bad weather 56 
Sickn••• 9 
S ubs ti tu tea furnished by driver 42 
Subs titutes furnished . by ·superv�a or 3 
Total (N) 65 45 
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TABLE XXIII 
OCCUPATIONS OF · BUS DRIVERS AND ATTENTION TO BUS 
Linen Bu• Gept How OfteOt 
Givan Occu2ationa Eva!'}' ll& Wind�• , Cleaned I I 
Farmers 20 
Motel Clerks 6 
Janitors , 3 
None , 16 
Yes 14 
No 31  
Whet). Needed 20 
Once a Week 11 
Every Day 7 
Once a Month 7 
Total (N) 45 45 . . . . . . . . .  45 · 
worked as motel clerks . Three bus drivers (6 . 6  percent worked as 
j anitors also .  There were 16 bus drivers {35 , 6  percent) who · had no 
other job .  
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In respons• to the second , ques t!l.on "Do you sweep bus every day?"  
there were 14 drivers ( 31 . 1 percent) who replied "yes . "  There were 
31 drivers (68. 9 percent) who replied "no . "  
Replying to the query "How often do you clean windows ? "  there 
were 20 drivers (44.  4 percent) who replied "when needed . "  There were 
11 (24 � 4  percent) replying that they cleaned the windows once a w•ek . 
Seven drivers ( 15 . 6  percent) s tated that they cleaned the windows every 
day .  Th�r• were seven drivers (15 . 6  percent) who replied that they 
cleaned the windows once a month . 
�-operation .2£. S chool Officials wi th � Drivers 
Table. XXIV presents data gathered in response to the ques tion 
"Oo you find tha school . officials co-operative in helping you with 
your j ob ? "  
I n  response t o  this ques tion there were 36 drivers (80 percent) 
who replied that the school officiale were co-operative . There were 
two bus drivers (4 � 4  percent) who reported that the s chool offi cials 
were not co-operative • There were seven drivers (15 , 6  percent) who 
gave no response to this question . · 
Average Number � Students Transported � Data Concerning Roads 
Table XXV contains information about s tudents and roads . These 
data include : number of s tudents transported and the le�gth . and type 
of roads the buses traverse.  
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TABLE · XXIV 
CO-OPERATION OF SCHOOL OFFICIALS WITH BUS DRIVERS 
mr. ohtc:lals , 
GJ.V. Ce-02!rat:S.ve 
I . I 
Yes 36 
No 2 
No Reply . 7 
Total (N) 45 
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TABLE XXV 
AVERAGE NUMBER OF STUDENTS · TRANSPORTED WITH LENGTH AND TYPE · OF ROADS 
NGiber .  
Answers . S tudents Lenatb Miles M:Ues Miles 
Gtven Tranap�rtecl of Route · . P•ved . Gravel Dirt 
All Buses 5445 22 . 11 1366 . 0  811 . 0 34 . 0  
Average Bu.s 121 33 . 00 20 . 4  12 . 1  . 5  
Average T;ip 48 14 . 30 8 . 6 5 . 5  . 2  
According to . Table XXV the buses in Sevier County transported 
5 , 445 pupils quring the 1968-69 term ,  as reported by the 45 . school 
bus drivers who responded to the ques tionnaire . This was an . average 
of 171 pupils per bus , and an average of 70 pupils on a bus for e�ch 
trip . 
These buses c�vered a total dis tance of 2 , 211 miles each day . 
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The - average miles cove�ed by each bus was 33 miles . The aver�ge dis tance 
for each . trip made by the bus was 14. 3 miles . Of the total dis tances 
of 2 ,  211 miles , there were 1 ,  366 miles (61 .  3 percent) paved roads • . 
There were 811 miles (36 . 2  percent) gravel · roads , and 34 miles (1 . 5 
percent) dirt roads . 
Hazards � Roads !E& Types 
Table XXVI presents the responses to th.e questions : "Are there 
any h.izatds on your route? "  and "If answer is yes , p leqe . explain. "  
According to the table there were 52 respondents 
·( 7 7 .  6 percent) 
who rep lied "yes , "  and 25 respondents ( 22 , 4  percent) who replied "no , " 
Of the .52 respondents who- answered . "yes , "  there were 25 who specified 
"narrow roads , "  16 named "dangerous bridges , "  and 11 respondent& gave 
"bad curves , "  as tQad hazards • 
.!!.!!.. Schedule of Buses 
Table xxyii presents data concerning the time the children are · 
picked up in the morning and . the time the buses finish delivering tne 
pupils in the afternoon . 
Anawa�a 
Givep 
I 
Yes , Hazards Exis t 
TABLE XXVI 
HAZARDS ON ROADS AND · TYP�S 
I I 
No , Hazards Do Not Exist · 
Narrow Roads 
Dangerous Brigas 
Bad Curves 
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N�ber Bus - Drivers 
· , GiVtn• �Annete 1: • 
I . 
52 
25 
2.5 
16 
11 
Time of 
Pick-up 
and 
Del:f.very 
NUJ!!.ber Drivers 
Beginning 
Pick-up in the 
Morning at 
Indicated Time 
6 : 25 A.M.  
6 : 45 A.M. · 
7 : 00 A.M. · 
7 : 15 A.M, · 
7 : 25 A.M. 
7 : 45 A.M. · 
8 : 05 A.M. · 
8 : 20 A.M. 
3 : 15 P .t1 . 
3 : 20 P .M .  · 
3 : 30 P .M .  · 
3 : 45 P .t1 . · 
3 : 50 P .M .  · 
4 : 30 P .M .  · 
4 : 45 p ·11·  . 
4 : 50 P .M .  · 
5 :00 P .M. 
5 : 10 P . M. 
3 
10 
27  
2 
3 
I 
TABLE XXVII 
TIME SCHEDULE OF BUSES 
Number Drivers Number Drivers 
Reaching School Deliveri�g 
in the Pupils in - the 
Morning at Afternoon at 
Indicated Time Indicated Time 
20 
10 
15 
2 
22 
13 
3 
3 
2 
67 . 
NtJ�Dber Drivers 
Leaving S chool 
in the 
Afternoon at 
Indicated Time 
6 
16 
17 
6 
Data in Table XXVII reveal that bus drivers start picking up 
pupils at 6 : 25 o ' clock in the morning and the .Pick-up continues until 
7 : 25 in the morning . Bus drivers begin arriving at s�hool at 7 : 45 in 
6 8  
the mornins and continue to arrive until 8 : 20 .  Bus drivers start leaving 
s choo l at 3 : 15 in the afternoon and some leave as late as . 3 : 45 . Buses 
begin to del:i,.ver pupils to their homes at 3 : 50 , and . the las t pupils 
reach home at 5 : 10 .  
Number Bus Drivers Serving Schools 
Table XXVIII presents information concerning the s chools , served 
by the buses . The three high schools of Sevier County , Gatlinburs­
Pittman and Seymour are served by buses--45 drivers responding to the 
ques tionnaire. Eight elementary s chools .are served by these buses • 
. These s chools are : Sevierville Elementary , Underwood , Jones Cove , Ben­
son ,  Piseon Forge , Caton ' s  Chapel , Pi Beta Phi , and Seymour Elementary . 
Mos t  buses are used at Sevierville High S chool and Sevierville 
Elementary School . Fewes t buses are used at Seymour , High School , and 
at , Seymour Elementary Schoo l ,  Underwood , and Jones Cove . 
Mo del and Body-1z2!, E.[ Buses 
Table XXIX contains data regarding the year-model and the body­
type - of the bus�s used by the 45 drivers who responded to the ques tion­
naire . 
It  was dis closed that all the buses were 196 2 ' s  or later . One­
half of the buses were 196 7 ' s  or later.  Most of the body�types were 
Superior or Thomas designs . 
High S choole 
Sevier County 
Gatlinburg-Pittman 
Seymour 
Total (N) 
Elementary Schools 
Sevierville 
Underwood 
Jones Cove , 
Benson 
Pigeon �Forge 
Caton ' s  Chapel 
Pi Beta Phi 
Seymour 
Total (N) 
TABLE XXVIII 
NUMBER BUS DRIVERS SERVING SCHOOLS 
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Number Bua -
. Driver• -
30 
12 
3 
45 · 
18 
2 
2 
3 
5 
5 
8 
2 
. . ' - 45 , . . ' : .  
Mode± 
1962 
1964 
1965 
1966 
196 7 
1968 
Total (N) 
Superior 
Carry-all 
Total (N) . 
TABLE XXIX 
MODEL .AND BODY-TYPE · OF BUSES 
4 .  
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N�bt:r: of 
aue•• · ·  
5 
5 
10 
2 
12 . 
11 
45 
22  
20 
3 
. . 45 
Make of Chassis ,!!!!! � Capacity 
71 
Table _XXX presents data in regard to the make of the bus , as far 
as the manufacturer of the chasis is conc•rned and the capacity of the 
buses . 
Answers by the 45 respondents disclosed that there were more 
bus chassis of Ford make (62 . 2  percent� . There was no relationship 
between the make of the chassis and the capacity of . the bus , and · no 
distinction should be drawn from the table co�cerning the capacity and · 
make of any bus • 
IV. PRINCIPALS ' RESPONSES 
Questionnaires were sent . to the principals of all the public 
schools , in Sevier County . This included the principals of the three 
high s chools--Sevier County , Gatlinburg-Pittman , and Sey=our . Q�s­
tionnaires were sent to the principals of the 14 elementary s chools�­
Underwood , Kodak , Jones ' Cove , Zion Hill , Pigeon Forge , Boyd ' s  Creek , 
Pi _Beta . Phi , Caton ' s  Chapel , Whi te ' s , Pi ttman Center , Wearwood , Sevier­
ville Elementary , SeymQur Elementary and . Gatlinburg-Pittman Elementary . 
Responses were received from the 17 principals (100 percent) . 
In the principals ' questionn�re inquiries were directed to the 
principals requesting information about · the effect of the transporta­
tion system on the entire progress and .well-being of - the s chools . Ques­
tions one and two were routine questions for ide�tification purpose , 
reques ting the principal to furnish the name of the school and the 
number of buses serving the s chool .  Naturally the�e will be duplicat�ons . 
of bus routes , since a bus usually serves more than one s chool. · 
� .2£. .  Chassis 
Ford , 
Chevrolet 
Dodge 
Total (N) 
Bus Capacity 
9 
48 
54 
60 
To tal. (N) 
TABLE XXX 
MAKE OF CHASSIS AND BUS CAPACITY 
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Number of 
lUNa · 
28 
10 
7 
45 
3 
7 
25 
10 
45 
Bus Schedules and Writ ten Rules 
Table XXXI presen�s data gathered in , response to the questions : 
"Do you have a s chedule showing artival and departure time for each 
bus ? "  "Do you , have .wri tten rules for the transpot'ted pupils ? "  and . "Do 
you have written rules for the drivers ?"  
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As revealed by this table , the principals are practically evenly 
divided in the matter of having schedules of the bus runs . There were 
five principals (41 . 6  percent) who have written rules for bus pupils . 
There were three principals (25 percent) who have writ ten rules for 
bus drivers . 
Supervision .£2E. Pupils Waiting m_ School Buses 
Table XXXII contains information gathered from the questions : 
"Are the s tudents who arrive before school opens and the s tudents who wai t 
Oz:l buses after school closes in the ,afternoon given supervision?" and 
"If answer is yes , ple�se explain type of supervision� "  
A�l pt'incipals surveyed (17) responded with the .reply that all 
waiting pupils were supervised by teachers who were present at all . times 
that it  was necessary for pupils to wai t at the s chool in the morning . 
and af ternoon because of bus transportation . 
1!!! P?Pils · Arrive ·� Leave .S chool 
Tab le XXXIII contains data gathered in response to the ques tions : 
"What time do the . first  students usually arrive in the morning? "  and 
"What time do the las t buses le ave in the afternoon?"  
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BUS 
�AB� XXXI 
SCHEDUL S AND WRITTEN RULES 
Answers Have . Have Written 
Given Schedules Rules for Bus Dr:f,vers 
Yes · 8 · 5 3 
No 9 12 14 
Total (N) 17 17 17 
TABLE , XXXII 
SUPERVISION FOR PUPILS WAITING FOR SCHOOL BUSES 
Are Wa1t1q 
Pupils su2�rvised 
Yee - Ne . .  
17 . 0 
Type of 
Supervi•ion . 
Teacher is on : duty 
at all times pupils : 
are waiting 
75 
Number 
Princip als 
Oeins 
17 
� : 05 A.M. 
7 : 10 A.M. 
7 : 15 A.M.  
7 : 20 A.M.  
7 : 25 A.M.  
7 : 30 A.M. 
7 : 35 A.M. 
7 : 40 A. M. 
7 : 45 A.M. 
3 : 30 P .M.  
3 : 40 P .M.  
3 : 55 P .M. 
4 : 00 P .M.  
4 : 15 P .M . 
4 : 20 P .M. 
4 : 30 P .M.  
4 : 45 p·. x.  
TABLE XXXIII 
TIME PUPILS ARRIVE AND LEAVE S CHOOL 
Number P rincipals Reporting 
Morning Arrival .of Firs t 
Pupil& 
1 
1 
6 
2 
1 
3 
1 
1 
1 
76 
Number Principals 
Reporting Las t . 
. -Bu. �.emn1 · 
· 
1 
1 
2 
4 
2 
4 
2 
1 
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As revealed by this table , the first bus arrived at . one s chool  
at  7 :05 A .M .  There .was one principal who reported that the first pupil 
�rrived by bus at 7 : 45 A .M .  One principal reported t�at the las t bus 
left at 3 : 30 P .M .  One principal reported that the last .bus left the 
s chool . at 4 : 45 P .M .  · 
Dis cipline Problems on £h! Buses and Causes 
Table . XXXIV presents information in response to . tbe ques tions ; 
"What , if any , are the chief dis cip line problems on . the buses ? "  and 
"In your 1 op1nion what is the maj or cause of the above , problems ? "  
This table reveals that noise is . conaidered the greate� t dis ci­
pline problem. It  also reveals that the principals generally are 
inclined to blame the bus driver for lack of dis cipline on the buses . 
Monitors , and Patrols .!2!, School Buses 
Table XXXV presents data gathered in response to the questions : 
"Do you ,have bus monitors ? "  "Would they be useful?"  and "Do you , have bus 
patrols ? "  "Would they be useful? " 
Thex-e was . one principal . ( 5 .  8 pex-eent) who reported that the s chool 
bus has mot)itors . There .were 10 principals (58 . 8 pex-c:ent). who reported 
that they thought bus monitors would be helpful . There was not . a 
school with ·bus patx-ols .  There were four , px-1ncipa1s (23 . 5  percent) 
who thought. bus patrols would be helpful . · 
' 
\ 
TABLE · XXXIV 
DISCIPLINE PROBLEMS ON THE · BUSES AND · CAUSES · 
:' I ) 
Prob lems Lis ted 
Noise 
Older children bothe�ing younger Children 
Fights - and quarrels 
Obs cene language 
Moving around while bus is in motion 
Damage to seats 
Lac� of discipline by bus driver 
No rep orts of . prob lems by bus drivers 
No reply 
Causes Ef Prob l!ms 
' 
Laak on the ,part . of the driver 
Parents not cooperating with the driver 
No reply 
*S ome principals gave more ' than o�e reply . 
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NUIIlber o£ 
P�!eipall* 
9 
5 
5 
2 
5 
1 
2 
1 
4 
10 
1 
6 
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TABLE XXXV, 
MONITORS AND ·PATROLS FOR SCHOOL , BUSES 
Q�tiona · Prtncie�• ' I bll20i!•• · 
.Ukecl Yea ' . No · No. Reply 
Do you -.have bus monitors ? 1 16 
Would they be useful? 10 7 
Do you have bus patrols ! 0 17 
Would · they be useful? 4 12 1 
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Reliability � School Buses � Regularity agd Schedule 
Table XXXVI contains information secured from the questions : 
"Do buses maintain a good , time schedule? "  and "Have any buses failed to 
make a run this year? " 
According to the responses reflected in this  table , the buses 
maintain a good schedule . There were six principals ( 35 .  3 percent) 
who reported ,that the buses maintained a good s �hedule all time . There 
were 10 principals (58.  8 percent) who reported that the buses maintained 
a good s chedule mos t  of the . time , One · principal (5 . 8  percent) reported 
that the buses maintained a good , schedule some l of the time . There 
were four principals ( 23 . 5  percent) who reported that buses ·fatled to 
make their runs some : of the time . There were 13 principals ( 76 . 5  per­
cent) who reported that buses did not fail to make a run during the year . 
!!!.!. of . School Buses for Special Trips 
Table XXXVII presents data obtained from the questionnaire in 
response to the ques tions : "Do you uae school , buses for special trip s ? "  
and "What policy i s  followed in paying the bus driver for speqial trips?"  
According to  this table school buses are used by 16  principals 
(94 . 1  percent) for school trips . In 10 cases (58 . 8  percent) the school , 
pays the bus drivers for the additional trips he makes . These include 
trips for such purposes as _ Fairs 1 Art Fes tivals , Scientific Displays , 
and His torical Observations . 
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TABLE XXXVi 
RELIABILITY OF SCHOOL t BUSES J:'OR . REGULARITY AND SCHEDULE 
NUlllber 
Principals 
Reporting 
Buses Maintain a Good 
Time Schedule 
All M.ofi'.t . . Some- · Few . 
Time · TiDle. Time . Ti.-1 .. 
6 . 10 1 0 
Buses • Fa! led to Make a 
Run Thia Year . 
All Mos t . Some� 
Time · Ti��ae · Time · None 
. . j 4 ' 
0 0 · 4 13 
Use Sche�l B�ea 
for Special TriRS 
Yes No 
16 1 
TABLE XXXVII · 
USE OF SCHOOL BUSES · FOR SPECIAL TRIPS 
Method ef .Paying 
I 
School pays 
Students p ay 
Bus driver is paid $5 . 00 
in County arid $10 . 00 · 
outside 
Bus driver is paid from 
regular salary 
82 
Number Using 
� thod . 
10 
3 
1 
Condition of Buses and .At titude of �us · Drivers 
- - - - -.......�� 
83 
Tabel XXXVIII depicts results of tbe aurvey . gathered in response 
to the ques tions : "Are buses kep t in ,good , condi tion?" "Are the bu�J 
drivers . usually co-operative? Courteous? "  and · "Do the drivers maintain 
good r•lations ,wi th the pupils ?" 
Accoroing to the disclosures of this table , 16 principals (9 4 . 1  
percent). thought the buses were kept ;in good · condi tion. , There were 
15 p rincipals (88 . 2 percent) who though t . the bus driver• were co-
operative , while 16 principals (94 . 1  percent) considered the bus drivers 
c�urteous , There were 14 principals (82 . 3  percent) who thousht the .bus 
drivers maintained good , relations with the pupils . 
Bus Drivers ' Observance of Rules of Safety � S tate ..!!l2. Local .b.!!! 
and Regulations 
Table XXXIX presents data gathered in response to the ques tion• : 
"Do you think the drivers do everything pouible to promote safety? 
If answer is no , please exp lain" and "Do you t�ink . the bus driver . obeys 
all s tate and local laws and regu�ations applicab le to htm? If answer 
is no , p lease explain. "  
Tqere were .12 ' principals ( 70 . 6  ·percent) who reported that they 
had the opinion tha t bus drivers promote 'safety in their driving . There 
were eight principals (47 . 1  percent) who thought - that drivers obey all 
state and . local laws and regulations . 
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TABLE XXXVIII 
CONDITION OF BUSES AND ATTITUDE OF BUS DRIVERS 
Buses Kept Bus Drivera are Usually Drivers Maintain 
Answers in Good Good Relations . 
Given Condition Reason · Co-o2erati,ve Courteous With Pu2ils 
Yes 16 15 16 14 
No 1 Negle ct of 2 1 2 
Maintenance 
Personnel , 
No Rep ly 1 
Total (N) 17 17 17 17 
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TABLE XXXIX 
BUS DRIVERS ' OBSERVANCE OF RULES OF SAFETY AND STATE AND LOCAL 
LAWS AND REGULATIONS 
Answers 
Given .. 
Yes 
No 
No Reply 
Total .(N) 
Drivers 
Promote 
Safety 
12 
5 
17 
Exp lanation 
for "No" 
Driver .not stri ct 
enough 
Driver cuts corners 
much too fast  
Overcrowded 
Pupils moving around 
and standing up 
Carelessness 
Driver permits 
bottled 
drinks on bus 
Loud noises 
DriVel'l Obey 
All State 
And Local Lawe 
And .llesulatioll.s 
8 
7 
2 
17 
Exp lana tio� 
for "No" 
Drivers fail to 
use warning 
lights 
Drivers fail to 
use tum­
signals 
Excessive speed 
Bus pass ing 
another while 
it was loading 
Unlawful ste>ps 
OVerloaded buses 
careless driving 
Principals ' Qpinions � Transportation Program 
Tab le XL containa information gathered in response to the ques ... 
tiona : "Do you believe a training program for drivers would be help ... 
ful?"  "Have you had an opportuni ty to  help plan bus routes ?" "What 
is your ove;all opinion of the transportation program? " and "Have your 
opinions or sugges tions been asked concerning pupil . tranaportation be ... 
fore this ? "  
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There were 16 principals (94 , 1  percent) who . raported that they 
believed a training program for drivers would be helpful. There were 
three princip als (17  . 6  percent)  who replied . that . they had had �he 
opportuni ty to help plan bus routes . There were three p rincipals (17 . 6  
percent) who · have been . asked · for opinions , or sugges tions. about the bus 
program . There was . one principal .  (5 . 9  percent) who rat�d the overall · 
program excellent . There .were 10 principala . ( 58 . 8  percent) who rated 
the program good . There were six p rincipa�s ( 35 . 3  percent) who rated 
the program fai r .  None rated the program poor . 
Sussestions for Improving the Traniportation Program 
In response to the ques tion "Do you have any suggestions for 
improving the .transportation program in Sevier County ? "  there were a 
number of responses . Some of  the typical remarks were : 
"I would suggest that drivers be given authority to control 
and keep order on their bus and that they be required to do this . "  
"In the case of our one driver he does an excellent job .  Some 
drive�s , I have . reason to believe , could profi t from a driver train ... 
ing program .  Since the Title l program began in Sevier County there have 
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TABLE XL 
PRINCIPALS I OPINIONS OF TRANSPORTATION PROGRAM 
Would Training I Have You Had Have Your Overall Opinion 
Program for Opportunity Opi,nions Or of School 
Answera Drivers Be to Help Plan Suggestions Transportation 
Given . Helpful Bue Routes Been .Aaked Proar• 
Yes - 16 3 3 -
No l 14 14 
Excellent 1 
Good , 10 
Fair 6 
Poor , 0 
Total (N) 17 17 17 17 
been at . leas t two events a year--the Art Show and Field Day events--
that have been sponsored by Title 1 .  I n  these instances the drivers 
have been paid from Ti tle 1 funde . "  
"Need training program for many drivers . Need better relations 
between drivers and pu'Qlic�-includina parents and pupils . We · receive 
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entirely too many comp laints about bus service . Mos t drivers are courte-
ous and cooperative to pr�ncip als , but are not with patents and . pupils . "  
"Maybe a training program should be used for all bus drivers . 
There . should be : rules. from the Board of Education on this situation .", 
V .  · SUMMARY 
I Parents ques tionnaires were received from the parents of tenth 
grade s tudents of the three high s chools in Sevier County--Gatlinburg-
Pit�an High S chool , Sevier County High School ,  and Seymour High School .  
Th�re were 54 comp leted ques tionnaires returned by parents o f  Gatlinburg-
Pit tman High S chool sophomores .  There were 190 ques tionnaires returned 
by parents of Sevier County High S chool sophomores . There were 68 
ques tionnaires comp leted and returned by parents of Seymour , High S choo l 
sophomores . 
Bus · drivers were sent a specially designed form of questionnaire . 
These forms were sent to 67  bus drivers in Sevier County . There were 
responses from 45 of the bus drivers . 
Questionnaires were sent to the princip als of all high s chools 
and elementary schools in Sevier County--a total of 17 . All the princi-
pals responded to the ques tionnaire . 
Tables were constructed to illus trate the various . replies re� 
garding inform$tion asked for , and opinions held by the parents , bus 
drivers and principals , A total of 40 tab les were used to present the 
data in more araphic and comprehensive form. 
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CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY , CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
I . : SUMMARY 
This · survey which is enti tled , "A S tudy of . Pupil Transportation 
in Three Selected ,Schools of Sevier County , Tenneuee , " considel'ed the 
proble� of . school transportation from the viewpoint of the pare�ts 
of the pupils , the b�s drivers , and , the princ�pals . 
Qu�s tionnaires were sent to al� bus drivers of Sevier County , 
wi th relevant qu�riee for information . All the principals . of the three 
high schools and 14 elementary schools .were aurvayad .by the principals ' 
q ues ti onnai re . 
Th� three public high schools of Sevier County--Gatlinburg­
Pittman , Se�ier County , and Seymour--were used in selecting parents 
for the survey . This limitation was imposed to � regu1ate . the number of 
ques tionnaires sent , since it would be :highly impractical to attempt · 
to survey all the parents of the three schools . Further ,  the parents ' 
ques tionnaires were limited .to the parents of sophomores--tenth grade . 
s tudents--«Jf . the three publi c  high schools of Sevier Cou�ty . 
Chapter ! . contained a stat�ment of tl)e problem ,  purpose of the 
s tudy , definition of terms , methodology and delimitations . The pro­
blem centered around the examination &Qd analysis of the transporta­
tion of the pupils ·in three high schools of Sevier County . 
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9..1. . 
Chapter It presented a review of the literature which related 
to this s tudy . Theses , based on , transportation surveys in other count­
ies , were used , as well as material gathered from the county and s tate 
offices , of the Departments of Education . Emphasis .was placed on the 
import�ce of the rules , regulations and minimum s tandards of tbe 
Tennessee State BoarQ of EQucation . 
Chapter .III set forth the results of tQe survey , using data 
gathered by means of tbe ques tionnaires . Tables were compiled to illus­
trate the meaning and interpretation of the responses secured from 
the parents , the bus drivers , and the principals of tQe s chools used 
in the survey , 
Chapter IV contained the summary of the s tudy , and offered con­
clusions that might be sugges ted from the results . of the survey , along 
with pertinant recommendations which might .. be of .benefi t  in the Sevier 
County Educ,tional Sys te� in the future . 
II . CONCLUSIONS 
From the results of the survey . a number of conclusions may be . 
drawn . These include : 
1 .  Only a few pupils ·have access to waiting shelters . 
2 .  Buses are frequently reported as being too co�d. 
3 .  Buses are rarely reported as being too hot • . 
4 .  Some pupils leave home · for school e�rly in the mornings . 
5 .  Mos t  pupils ar�ive home ,in the afternoons at a reasonable 
time , 
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6 ,· Pupils spend little time in .. waiting shelters in the - afternoon � ' 
7 .  Mos t parents consider the bus driver responsible for disci­
pline on the bus . 
8 .  Parents' opinions have not been asked by school officials . 
9 .  · Pa�ents regard bus drivers as safe , courteous and neat . 
10 ; Bus drivers ' j ob training is . not seriously considered by 
drivers . 
11.  Written schedules are not e]l:tenaively used on . bus routes . 
12 , Bus drivers do not consider monitors , and bus patrols as 
beneficial . 
13 . There have been three bus ac�idents during the period 1968-69 
indicating that drivers weJ;'e careful . 
14 . Few bus drive�s have had courses in first aid •  
15 . Principals favor monitors and bus patrols more than bus 
drivers do . 
16 . 1 Principals favor the use of written schedules . 
17 . Principals favor training programs far bus drivers . 
18 . Principals ' suggestions and opinions have been asked for 
very little . 
III . RECOMMENDATIONS 
Ba,ed on the responses to the three . type� of ques tionnaires , 
the writer offers the following recommendations . 
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Pareuts ' Recotnmendations 
1 .  Waiting shelters should be  provided for the pupils who have 
need for them , the need _ieJ more acute in the mornings . 
2 .  Proper preparation should be ,made . to keep the buses ade­
quately heated . 
3 .  Bu�- drive�s should be carefully screened for character and 
Cotnpe tence . 
4 .  Buses should b e  routed so the morning an� afternoon runs are 
the same �  This will prevent . confl,lsion for the pupils and . the 
driver.  
;. ... .._ .... 
5 .  Bus drivers should have periods , of  training . This will 
depend on a , number of  conditions and circumstances . 
6 .  S chool authorities should ask parents ' opinions of school 
t�ansport,tion problems . 
7 .  Bus drivers should b e  reminded of , their dUty o f  keeping 
dis cipline on the bus . 
8 , · Written s tatem�nts should be . furnished the parents , pupils 
and bus _ drivers concerning the rules ; regulations and s che­
dules of . the buses . 
9 .  · Buses . should be . rout•d so  there will be a minimum of over­
lapping . 
Bus .. Drivers � Recommendations 
1 .  Patrol boys should ride ·the buses t o  he+p control problems 
of discipline . The bus driver is occupied with ftriving , 
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s topping , an4 the boarding and leaving of pupils , giving him 
little time to watc� for possible and real dis cip linary pro­
blems . Ofte� prevention is possible ; it .is always desirable . 
2 .  Firs t aid . courses should be offered to all the bus drivers . 
Courses should be . complete and thorough . 
3 .  Training programs for bus drivers should be maintained.  
This provision would make better bus drivers and result in 
better pay .  
4 .  Bus drivers should keep cons tantly alert as to the possibility 
of dis cipline problems on the bus . This could prevent seri­
ous problema from arising . Often a .mo tion or ges ture may be 
a prelude to radic,l conduct or gross ,v�olation of  rules . 
5 .  Writt�n rules should be furnished the bus drivers concerning 
the rules , regulations and s chedules of the �buses , as .well .. 
as the routes and scQedules • .  
Principals ' Recommendations 
1 .  There should be , proper schedules and strict adherence to 
them. The matter of scheduling should be worked out . by the 
superviso r ,  the principal , and the bus driver.  This proce­
dure should go a long way toward elimina�ing over�lapping 
routes , routes that. are too long , and any factors which might 
interfere with regularity of . schedule . 
2 .  There .should b e  a program o f  careful screening of .bus drivers , 
and a thorough training program for drivers . This would , 
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to a great extent , serve to eliminate . problems of safety , 
dis cipline and keeping on schedule . 
3 .  Al� prob lems concerning dis cip line should be reported to 
the principal . This would aid . in developing a better under� 
standing among the p rincipal , the bus · driver , the parent 
.and the pupi l ,  
4 .  Principals , parents and bus drivers should meet a t  regular 
times to dis cus s prob lems and . reach agreement on poli cies . 
� - Writer ' s  Recommendations 
1 .  The transportation sys tem in . Sevier County should be compu-
te�ized for increased operational efficiency and reduction 
of cos ts . In research conducted by Lambart1 and reported 
in the review of literature computerized sys tems were examined. 
These s tudies revealed that the school sys tems using computers . 
for s cheduling and operating have found that this sys tem 
consis tently reduces cos t , and improves many phases of rout-
ing and scheduling of buses . This computer scheduling could 
be handled by the S tate Department of Education . 
2 .  A program of training for bus drivers should be ini tiated 
in Sevier County , with the co-operation and assistance of 
the State Department of Education . This prog ram would include 
intensive firs t aid ins truction , and a comprehensive review 
1aobert A.  Lambert , "Computerir;ed Simulation of a School Trans­
portation Sys tem" (unpublished Mas ter ' s  thesis , The Universi ty of 
Tennessee , 1969) . 
of s tate and local regulations governing the operation of 
s c;hool buses . 
3 .  I f  computer scheduling is not secured , more buses . should 
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be added. This would save much of the time the pupils ·spend 
riding buses to and from school .  
4 .  There should b e  a carefully-planned zoning of school bus 
routes . This would eliminate much of the time s tudents spend 
riding the buses and �ould also aid in preventing much over-
lapping of bus routes . 
5 .  Every effort t should be made . to imp rove road condi tions through-
out Sevier County . Principals , teachers and bus drivers could 
help considerably by making surveys of road conditions and 
taking the lead in publi cizing the sad state of many of the 
. 
county roads . 
6 .  There should be regular checks on the cond� tion of buses and 
any change in the physical condition of the drivers , such as 
vision , hearing and general health . 
7 .  The principals should furnish the bus drivers and the con-
cerned parents wi th schedules of each bus run, and all indi- . 
viduals involved should do everything possib le to obs erve 
the s che.dule.s • 
8 .  Waiting stations , should b e  provided for all students who mus t 
wait for the bus at any appreciable distance from the homes . 
9 .  OVerloading of s chool buses should not be permi tted as this 
leads to discipline problems and is against all safety regu-
lations . 
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The.··· !:t:ndt.ngs prese.nted in this thesis clearly indicate that there 
is a need .for i�rovemen; in . s chool bus transportation in Sevi,er County , 
It .is sincerely hoped . that the Sevier County Board . of Education and other 
administrative personnel will make · an effort to correct the prob lems 
that exis t in the s chool bus transportation program. 
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APPENDIXES 
APPENDIX A 
PARENTS ' QUESTIONNAIRE 
Dear Parent : 
The purpose of this ques tionnaire is to find out the parents ' 
opinion of the _Sevier County School bus tran1portation sys tem , hoping 
that improve�nts may result from this s tudy . Without your absolute 
frankness , this study will not serve the purpose for which it was in­
tended.  Wh�le i t  is the belief of s chool officials that the trans­
portation program is quite adequate , it is also reali zed that it may 
be improved . You are , therefore , being given this opport�ity to con­
tribu�e your thinking to the end that a better program of transporta­
tion may be provided . Please read each ques tion carefully before answer­
ing it . You do not need to pu t your name on the ques tionnaire , but be 
sure to give the name of the school whi ch your children attend, 
1 .  Name of s chool . ----------------------------------------------------
2 .  Name of road on which . you live 
------------��------------------� 
3 .  How far do you live from s chool (to the neares t quarter mile ? ____ __ 
4 .  How many children do you now have ridin� a bus to school? ---------
5 .  Approximately how long does i t  take your children t o  get to s chool 
after boarding the bus ? -----------------------------------------
6 .  How far is i t  f�om your home to the place where your chi ldren board 
the bus ? ---------------------------------------------------------
7 .  What time do your children leave home for school in the morning? ___ 
8.  What time do your children get home in the af ternoon? --------------
9. Do your child�en have a place of shelter in whtch ·to wait for the 
bus ? Yes No -----
10 . Do your children ever rep ort the bus as being : Too cold? ---------
Too hot? -----
10 2 
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11. Do you� chi ldren ever report that the bus is not cle_an? ____ _,.. 
12 . Do _you think that s tudent behavior on the bus is what it should be 
most  of the time? Good Average Poor ____ _ 
13 . Do your . children seem to like the bus driver? Yes 
---
No 
___ 
_ 
14 . Do you tl�ink that - the bus driver . is a safe driver? Yes - -- No 
15 , Is the driver courteous to you and to your 1 chi ldren? Yes ___ No 
16 . Is the driver neat in a�pearance? Yes No 
__
__ _ 
17 . Does , the driver keep a good ti�e schedule? Yes No ____ _ 
18 . If  the answer to the above ques tion is no , how much , approximately , 
does he . vary in t;ime? Moming? __ _ Afternoon? 
19 . Wh� do you think should be responsible for your children ' s  cpnduct 
on the s chool bus ? 
-------------------------------�---------
20 . Have the s chool officials ever asked your opinion and sugges tions 
with regard to the bus sys tem? Yes No ____ _ 
21.  I f  you . have . any recommendations , p lease s tate them on this p aper,  
APPENDIX B 
TRASNPORTATION QUESTIONNAIRE FOR BUS DRIVERS 
Dear Bus Driver : 
The purpose of  this ques tionnaire is .to find out the bus driver ' s 
opinion of the Sevier County school bus transport,tion sys tem , hoping 
that improvements may result from this s tudy . Please c9nsider each 
ques tion carefully before answering i t .  In order for this . study to be 
accurate please be frank wi th your rep lies , 
1 ,  How many years have you driven a school bus ? ----��----�--------
2 .  Have . you had any training for the j ob? Yes No ____ _ 
3 .  Would you . like to participate in a driver training program? Yes __ No __ 
4 .  Do you operate on a written schedule? Yes No 
5 .  Do the pupils have a copy of the schedule ? Yes 
6 .  Do the parents have a copy of  the schedule? Yes 
7 .  Do you have writ ten rules for the pupils ? Yes · 
8 .  Do you , think written rules . are needed? Yes 
9 .  Do the pupils know the rules ? Yes · No ___ _ 
10 . Do you have ,monitors ? Yes No __ _ 
11.  Would moni tors be useful? Yes No ____ _ 
12 . Do you , have bus patrols ? Yes No ____ _ 
No ---
No ---
No 
---
No 
13 . Do you believe patrols would be helpful? Yes No ____ _ 
14 . Have you .. had a , first aid . course? Yes No __ _ 
15 , Have you .. had any accidents wi th the bus this year? Yes No 
If yes , how many? ----------
16 . Please des cribe each accident as to place , cause , time , extent of 
d�age , injury to pupils , etc,  
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17 . What ,  if any , precautions do you use to prevent acc�dents in getting 
cbi ldren on and off the bus ? 
------------------�----------------
18.  Have school personnel informed you as to all s tate and local laws 
affecting the s afety and welfare . of  transported s tudents ? Yes · ____ _ 
No --
19 . Do you have dis cipline _ pJ:oblems on the bus ? Yes · No ----
20 . How do you handle dis cip line problems ? --------------
21 .  Has your , bus been damaged by s tudents ? Yes __ _ No I f . ---
answer is yes , please . give nature of . the p roblem ----------------
22 . Have you missed any trips this year? Yes __ No 
---
I f  
answer i s  yes , please give reasons -----------------�-------
23 . What provision is made for your run whe� you are . off? ------------
24 .  What other occupation do  you, have? ------------------
25 . Do you sweep bus every day?  Yes __ No ---
clean windows ? 
---------------------------------------------
26 .  Do you find the school offiaiala co..,..operative in  helping you with 
your job?  ----�----------------------------------�-------
HIGH SCHOOL RUNS ELEMENTARY RUNS 
(1) .(2) (3) (1) (2) (3)  
2 7 .  N'WI).ber of s tudents hauled 
2 8 .  Length of  route 
-
29 . Miles paved 
30 . Miles gravel 
31.  Miles dirt 
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3Z ,  Are. there any hazards on your route? Yes 
-...--
No 
---
I f  answer 
is yes , . p lease exp lain-----------------------------------------
33.  What time do you , pi ck up the firs t child in the morning? ---------
34.  Wh�t time d o  you reach . s chool i n  the morning ? ------------
35 . What t�me does the lae t child leave the bus in the afternoon? 
---
36 . S choolEJ Served : . 
High ,S chool E lementary 
1. 1 .  
2 .  2 .  
3 .  3 .  
37 . Model of bus 
Make of chassis 
Make of body 
Bus capacity 
APPENDIX C 
TRANSPORTATION QUESTIONNAIRE FOR PRINCIPALS 
Dear Principal : 
The purpose of this ques tionnaire is to find out the principal' s 
opinion of the Sevier County s chool bus transportation , hoping that 
improvements may result from this study . Please read each ques tion 
C$refully before answering it .  You · do not need to put your name on the 
questionnaire , but be sure to give the name of the school which .you 
are principal . . 
1 .  · Name of s chool ---------------------------
2 .  Number of buses serving your , s chool 
--------------------------
3 .  Do you have a s chedule showing arrival and , departure time for each 
bus? --------------------------------------------�-------
4 .  Are drivers , pare�ts , and pupils given a c0py? --------------
.$ .  Do you . nave writ ten rules for the transported pupils ? 
-------
6 .  Do you have written rules for the drivers ? 
-----------------------
7 . Are the s tudents who . arrive before school opens and the s tudents who , 
wait on buses after school closes in the aft�rnoon , given supervi- · 
sion? ------------------------------------------------------
If answer is yes , p lease explain type of supervision . , 
---------
8 .  What time do first s tudents arrive in morning? -----------
9 .  What time do las t buses leave in afternoon? 
---------------------
10 . What , if any , are the chief discipline problems on buses ? 
1 .  --
---------------------
2 .  
3 . ----------------------- 4 .  
s .  6 .  
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11. In your opinion , what is the maj or cause of t�e above problems ? ___ 
12 , Do you have bus monitors ? --- Would it  be useful? -----�-
13 . Do you have bua patrols ? __ _ Would it be .. useful? ------
14.  Have ,you had any students to become ineligible for transportation 
this year? __ __,.. ___ _ I f  so , give reasons : --------
15 . Do .buaea maintain a good time schedule? All Mos t......_ Some� Pew_ 
16 . Have . any buses .failed to make a run this · year? All __ Moa t __ Some._Few __ 
17 , Do you uae school buses . for special trips?  .Yes No __ 
18.  How does a bus driver base his charge for special trips?  -----
19 . Are buses kep t .. in good condi tion? Yes No . 
I f  answer ia No , in what respect : 
------------------------------
20 . Are the drivers co-operative? Yes ____ _ 
Yes - No ----
No 
_...__ 
Courteous ? 
21 .  Do the drivers maintain good relations . with the pupils ? Yes _____ � 
No -----
22.  Do you think . the drivers do everything possible to promote safety? 
Yes -
--- No __ _ If  answer is No , please .explain --------
23 . Do you : think the driver obeys all s tate and · local laws and regula-
tiona applicable to him? 
-----
If answer is No , please ex-
plain 
-------------------------------------------------------
24 . · Do you believe ,a training program for drivers woul� be helpful? ___ 
25 . Have you had an opportunity to help plan bus routes ? ...,... _____ _ 
26 , What is your overall opinion of the transportation program? 
Excellent Good Fair Poor . 
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2 7 .  Have ,your opinions o r  sugges tions been solici ted concerning pupil 
transport�tion before this ? -------------------------------------
28 .  Do , you have any suggestions for improving the transportation pro-
gram in Sevier County? ----�-----------------------------------
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